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  SCANCOR Directors’ Report 

 

It is our pleasure to summarize another successful year of scholarly 

activity at SCANCOR. The interest in SCANCOR is growing each 

year. We hosted 36 visiting scholars and visiting student researchers, 

and seven postdoctoral fellows in 2015. We are pleased to welcome a 

new associate member, EMLYON. The annual PhD Workshop on 

Institutional Analysis was held at EMLYON with 25 student 

participants and five US faculty presenting at public lectures as well as 

afternoon workshops for the students.   

         SCANCOR Co-Directors 
 
SCANCOR announced that as of May 1, 2015, 
Mitchell L. Stevens and Sarah A. Soule will be 
SCANCOR Co-Directors. 

Mitchell L. Stevens is Associate Professor of 
Education and (by courtesy) Sociology at Stanford 
University and Sarah A. Soule is Morgridge Professor 
of Organizational Behavior at the Stanford Graduate 
School of Business.  
 
Sarah and Mitchell are vital resources for visiting 
scholars regarding intellectual inquiry and academic 
connections at Stanford University. 

Maude comes to us with considerable 
administrative experience — beginning during 
college with her work on the Obama campaign in 
Iowa in 2007, through to the present in support of 
Stanford GSE Professor and internationally 
recognized education leader Linda Darling-
Hammond.   
 
Additionally Maude has a deep affection for the 
Nordic world.  She majored in Scandinavian 
Studies at Augustana College of Illinois and 
earned an MA in Comparative Politics and Nordic 
Studies at Linkoping University, where she 
became fluent in Swedish.  She is eager to 
continue her own scholarship in the social 
sciences in the future. It’s hard to imagine a 
better fit for SCANCOR’s next Senior 
Administrator at Stanford. 

Welcome Maude Engström!  
 

SCANCOR Senior Administrator 
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Visiting Scholars 
SCANCOR hosted 36 Visiting Scholars and Visiting Student 
Researchers in 2015, with approximately twelve in residence at 
any one time. This year we had quite an international mix of 
visiting scholars from both the charter institutions and the 
associate member institutions. The member schools in the 
charter countries were well represented with a fairly equal 
distribution. The associate member institutions in 2015 were 
ESSEC, University of Mannheim, WU-Vienna, and EMLYON. 

As of its 27th year SCANCOR has welcomed over 650 visiting 
scholars. 

Some reflections from our 2015 visitors nicely summarize the 
benefits and spirit of our endeavor: 

 Before this visit I have always enjoyed and been enthusiastic about 
my research, but now I can sense a fire in me to strive for a higher 
level of knowledge and research. I am truly inspired by my stay here! 

 I think the interdisciplinary approach oftentimes observable in the 
different seminars was of great value to come up with new ideas and 
perspectives on certain research questions – or even approaches on 
how to tackle these.  

 I feel incredibly fortunate to have been given this chance to harvest 
the profound knowledge and experience of some of the world’s best 
researchers and professionals at Stanford University and in Silicon 
Valley. 

 I gratefully acknowledge the hospitality of SCANCOR. My stay at 
SCANCOR has challenged my ideas and increased the quality of my 
research significantly. Specifically, my research has benefitted from 
the interdisciplinary environment at SCANCOR connections with 
scholars at Stanford, and participation in classes and seminars. 

 

 

http://www.scancor.org/seminars/ 

SCANCOR Seminars 

Monday Seminars 

The Monday seminar is an occasion to consider the current 
work of senior SCANCOR scholars, Stanford faculty, and 
visitors from academic institutions throughout North America 
and elsewhere. Presentations typically are based on 
completed papers that are close to the stage of being ready 
for submission to an academic journal.  Seminar participants 
critique the work and provide authors with suggestions for 
revisions and future research. We convened a total of 20 
Monday seminar sessions during 2015.  

Friday seminars and Wednesday Summer Workshop 

The Friday seminar and Wednesday Summer Workshop is an 
occasion for junior and senior SCANCOR scholars to present 
work in progress at any stage of its development.  Papers are 
circulated in advance and are briefly presented by authors in 
each session.  The Friday seminar and Wednesday Summer 
Workshop are populated primarily by SCANCOR scholars, 
select Stanford colleagues, and invited guests. 

 

http://www.scancor.org/seminars/
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Group and individual visits 2015 

 

Several SCANCOR alumni have returned to visit this year as well as delegations from the Norwegian 

Ministry of Education and Research and the Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters, the  President 

of Aalto University,  and the Consul General and Consul of the Royal Norwegian Consulate of San 

Francisco.  

Some of the topics of discussion have included: 

 Overviews of SCANCOR’s work at Stanford and beyond, its 27-year legacy, and current 

work.  

 

 Social innovation/entrepreneurship: The explosion of activity in the US and abroad designed 

to leverage business and business models for the social good.  

 

 Design thinking: A human-centered approach to designing products, services, and 

experiences that meet the needs and desires of the end user. 

 

 Digital learning: The explosion of activity across the entire US higher education sector to 

leverage the potentials of digital technology to improve the quality, efficiency, and delivery 

of instruction over the entire adult life course. 

 

 

consisting of  nine delegates. The President of Aalto University, Tuula Teeri, accompanied by Prof. 

Tuija Pulkkinen, VP, Research and Innovation, Prof. Hannu Seristö, VP, External Relations and Mari-

Anna Surmunne, Head of International Relations. 

 

 

 
  Postdoctoral Fellowship Program 

 
Two Fellows arrived in Fall 2015, each for a two-year stay. 

  

Sergiy Protsiv (Sweden)             
September 2015 - August 2017 
PhD in Business Administration  
Stockholm School of Economics 

   
Sergiy Protsiv, Stockholm School of Economics, has been appointed as a SCANCOR Postdoctoral 
Scholar at the Graduate School of Education. He will be involved in research on spatial dynamics and 
topics in regional agglomeration with Prof. Woody Powell. 
 

Mathias Wullum Nielsen (Denmark)    
September 2015 - August 2017 
PhD Fellow  
Aarhus University  
  
  
Mathias Wullum Nielsen, Aarhus University, has been appointed as a SCANCOR Postdoctoral Scholar at 
the Department of History. He will be involved in research on on issues of gender in science and 
medicine, and gender stratifications in academic science, together with Prof. Londa Schiebinger. 
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 PhD Workshop    Publications    EGOS Athens 

The SCANCOR PhD Workshop on 
Institutional Analysis was held Aug 31 – 
Sep 5, 2015 in Lyon, France. The goal of 
the workshop is to enable PhD students 
to pursue their research more effectively, 
using novel research methods to 
examine theoretically important 
questions. In recent decades, 
institutional theory has expanded outside 
its origins in the United States to many 
settings around the world. This 
perspective has been valuable in 
explaining, among other things, the 
adoption of organizational structures, the 
incorporation of social movement ideas 
and goals inside organizations, and the 
global spread of management practice. 
The course provides students with a 
thorough grounding in the canonical 
works of institutional theory, an overview 
of recent lines of research, and an 
introduction to the diverse 
methodological tools used by scholars 
pursuing these ideas. 
 

Public lecture presenters were: 

Patricia Bromley, University of Utah 

Bruce Carruthers, Northwestern University 

Grégoire Croidieu, Grenoble Ecole de 

Management 

Marie Laure Djelic, ESSEC 

Bernard Forgues, EMLYON Business 

School 

Victoria Johnson, University of Michigan 

Phillipe Monin, EMLYON Business School 

Jason Owen-Smith, University of Michigan 

Anne-Claire Pache, ESSEC 

Walter W. Powell, Stanford University 

 

 

Scholars are prolific writers while at 
SCANCOR of book chapters, books, 
and articles. Destinations of 
manuscripts prepared or finished at 
SCANCOR in 2015 include: 

 

Academy of Management Journal 

 

British Accounting Review 

 

Entreprenuership Theory and Practice 

 

European Accounting Review 

 

European Journal of Communication 

 

Industrial Marketing Management 

 

Journal of Business Ethics 

Journal of European Social Policy 
 
Journal of International Business 
Studies 
 
Journal of Management Studies 
 
Journal of Management Inquiry 
 
Journal of Product Innovation 
Management  
 
Public Administration Review 
 
Strategic Management Journal 

 

 

EGOS, the European Group for 
Organizational Studies is a scholarly 
association that has its identity and 
intellectual roots in the social 
sciences. It encourages an analytical 
and theoretical approach towards 
organizations and provides a form for 
identifying and discussing key issues 
in organizational theory and practice.  
As a collective, one of its main aims is 
to maintain and provide a voice for the 
critical and analytical approaches of 
its members to the study of 
organization worldwide. 

As of July 2015, EGOS counted 2,300 
members from 55 countries all over 
the world.  The colloquium has grown 
every year and had 2,000 attendees 
in 2015. 

Since 2011, SCANCOR has held a 
reception at EGOS for its alumni and 
friends.  The reception is a way for 
Scancorians to reconnect with old 
friends and meet new ones.  For 
those who are interested in applying 
to SCANCOR it is a good way to talk 
with board members and alumni and 
learn more about being a visiting 
scholar at SCANCOR.  The 2015 
SCANCOR at EGOS reception 
welcomed about 140 attendees. 

The 32nd EGOS colloquium will be 
held in Naples, Italy, July 7-9, 2016.  

We look forward to seeing you there! 
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POSTDOCTORAL PROGRAM DIRECTOR 
REPORT 2015 

The SCANCOR Postdoctoral Fellowship enables young organizational scholars of great promise 
to train and conduct research under the close mentorship of Stanford University faculty members.  
The fellowships provide opportunities for early career scholars, within three years of their Ph.D., 
to deepen their skills and gain exposure to new research environments.  The goal of the program 
is to foster close interaction between a new generation of Scandinavian scholars and faculty at 
Stanford and the wider North American intellectual community.   

 
The 2015 postdoctoral fellows were: 

Love Börjesson, Stockholm University School of Business, is working with Prof. Dan McFarland 

in the Graduate School of Education on computational social science research. 

Jonna Lourier from Hanken School of Economics is working with Prof. Shelley Correll and Dr. 
Andrea Davies at the Clayman Institute for Gender Research. Jonna is involved in research on 
gender diversity and corporate leadership. 

Markus Paukku, joined and is working with Assoc. Prof. Mitchell L. Stevens in the Graduate 
School of Education. Markus is involved in research on education technology and the digital 
transformation in situ, as a field-emergence problem. 

In September of 2015 SCANCOR welcomed two new fellows; one from Denmark and one from 
Sweden.  

Mathias Wullum Nielsen, Aarhus University, is a Postdoctoral Scholar in the Department of 
History. He will be involved in research on issues of gender in science and medicine, and gender 
stratifications in academic science, together with Prof. Londa Schiebinger. 
 
Sergiy Protsiv, Stockholm School of Economics is a Postdoctoral Scholar in the Graduate 
School of Education. He will be involved in research on spatial dynamics and topics in regional 
agglomeration with Prof. Woody Powell. 
 

A new call for applications has also been issued for one postdoctoral fellow from Finland to start 
in the fall of 2016. 

The SCANCOR postdoc program has been of considerable value both for Stanford University 
and the young scholars.  Faculty at Stanford have greatly enjoyed working with the postdocs, and 
the relationships have been highly productive.  In turn, the postdocs have been excellent 
representatives of Scandinavia and have increased SCANCOR’s profile around campus. 
 
 

Walter W. Powell 
Director, SCANCOR Postdoctoral Program 
Professor of Education and (by courtesy) Sociology, Organizational  
Behavior, Management Science and Engineering, Public Policy, and  
Communication at Stanford University 
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Name 
 

Position Institution Time of stay 
(month/day/ 
year) 

Field of research 

Kristi Agerup Dr.  Oslo & Askerhus 
University College 

06/16/15-
07/20/15 

Gender, women 
leadership, innovation 
management. 

Medhanie Gaim 
Asgedom 

Doctoral 
Scholar 

Umeå University 06/03/15- 

09/17/15 

Paradox theory, 
organizational tensions, 
strategic contradictions, 
and integrative thinking 

Jerome 
Barthelemy 

Professor ESSEC Business 
School 

7/6/15-
08/15/15 

Management of 
franchise networks. 

Marion Bitsch Doctoral 
Scholar 

Turku School of 
Economics 

01/05/15-
05/31/15 

How do public finance 
agencies influence 
internationalization 
processes of SMEs? 

Karl Joachim 
Breunig 

Associate 
Professor 

Oslo & Askershus 
University College 

01/05/15-
03/31/15 

Service innovation, and 
internationalization of 
knowledge intensive 
firms. 

Kirsi Eräranta Assistant 
Professor 

Aalto University 
School of Business 

09/14/15-
12/20/15 

Business, government 
and society relations, 
corporate social 
responsibility. 

Henrika Franck Dr. Hanken School of 
Economics 

09/15/14 – 
03/23/15 

Actions of employees in 
the context of 
strategic/organizational 
and societal change. 

Rand Gerges 
Yammine 

Dr. EMLYON 09/15/15-
03/31/16 

Inter-firm relationships, 
network organizations, 
corporate strategy, 
strategic change, 
international business, 
and institutions. 

 

Nina Hampl Dr. WU Vienna 09/14/15-
12/20/15 

Strategic questions and 
alliances in the energy 
industry 

 

VISITING SCHOLAR LIST 2015 
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Kira Hoffman Doctoral 
Scholar 

Copenhagen 
Business School 

06/01/15-
08/31/15 

Managerial accounting 
with respect to 
asymmetrical cost 
behavior. 

Marcus 
Holgersson 

Assistant. 
Professor 

Chalmers 
University of 
Technology 

01/20/15-
07/19/15 

Management and 
economics of intellectual 
property. 

 

Markus Höllerer Professor WU Vienna 01/05/15-
03/15/15 

Local adaptation of 
global ideas. 

Lotta Hultin Doctoral 
Scholar 

Stockholm School 
of Economics 

01/10/15-
04/30/15 

Technology, work and 
organization 

Ulrik Hvidman Doctoral 
Scholar 

University  of 
Aarhus  

09/15/14 – 
02/28/15  

Public policy, education, 
accountability. 

Sami Itani Doctoral 
Scholar 

Aalto University 
School of Business 

08/01/15-
12/20/15 

Human Resource 
Management, Critical 
Theory 

Jacob 
Jeppesen 

Doctoral 
Scholar 

Copenhagen 
Business School 

01/05/15-
06/21/15 

Innovation and 
Organizational 
Economics 

Signe Jernberg Doctoral 
Scholar 

Uppsala University 06/08/15-
08/28/15 

Business Administration 

 

Andreas 
Kamstrup 

Doctoral 
Scholar 

Copenhagen 
Business School 

09/14/15-
12/20/15 

Crowdsourcing, Digital 
technologies, Innovation 

 

Martina 
Therese Kiehas 

Doctoral 
Scholar 

University of 
Aarhus 

09/08/15-
12/20/15 

Animal welfare 
throughout and beyond 
supply chains 

Kalle Kraus Associate 
Professor 

Stockholm School 
of Business 

01/15/15-
06/31/15 

Management control, 
innovation and risk 
management 

Juho Lindman Assistant 
Professor  

Hanken School of 
Economics 

05/15/15-
08/31/15 

Open data, open source 
software production 

Anita Meidell Doctoral 
Scholar 

BI Norwegian 
School of 
Economics 

01/05/15-
06/30/15 

Management Accounting 
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Linda Moberg Doctoral 
Scholar  

Uppsala University 01/17/15-
06/06/15 

Market reforms in 
governance of publicly 
funded social service 
sectors 

Minh Thu Nhien 
Nguyen 

Doctoral 
Scholar 

Norwegian 
University of 
Science and 
Technology 
(NTNU) 

10/05/15-
12/20/15 

Innovation Management 
and Strategy 

Fredrik Nilsson Professor Uppsala University 09/14/15-
12/18/15 

Accounting information 
systems (e.g. 
management control and 
financial accounting) 

Signe Schack 
Noesgaard 

Doctoral 
Scholar 

Aalborg University 06/01/15-
10/01/15 

e-learning 

Marie Öhme Doctoral 
Scholar 

University of 
Mannheim 

01/05/15-
04/30-15 

Internationalization of 
small and medium sized 
biotechnology firms 

Trond Rikard 
Olsen 

Doctoral 
Scholar 

Norwegian 
University of 
Science and 
Technology 
(NTNU) 

04/01/15-
09/15/15 

Industrial Economics and 
Technology 
Management 

 

Juhana 
Peltonen 

Assistant 
Professor 

Hanken School of 
Economics 

01/015/15-
04/30/15 

The emergence of high-
growth firms and the role 
of human capital in the 
innovation search – 
innovation performance 
relationship 

 

Thai Binh Phan Assistant 
Professor  

BI Norwegian 
School of 
Economics 

06/26/15-
08/31/15 

Organizational structure, 
strategy and 
performance 

Calle 
Rosengren 

Dr. Lund University 09/15/15-
12/20/15 

Organizational culture, 
Work-life balance, 
Working time 

Kenneth 
Staalsett 

Doctoral 
Scholar 

Norwegian 
University of 
Science and 
Technology 
(NTNU) 

04/01/15-
09/15/15 

Industrial Economics and 
Technology 
Management 
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Simone Staehr Doctoral 
Scholar 

Copenhagen 
Business School 

04/01/15-
06/30/15 

Financial accounting with 
a special focus on 
financial analysts’ 
decision process while 
forecasting. 

Mika Vaihekoski Professor Turku School of 
Economics 

09/14/15- 
11/30/15 

Finance, asset pricing; 
relationship between 
equity premium and 
variance 

Daria Vorcheck Dr.  Aalto University 06/17/15-
08/26/15 

Economic growth, 
entrepreneurship policy, 
and migration 

Clarissa Weber Doctoral 
Scholar 

University of 
Mannheim 

09/14/15- 
12/20/15 

Relational and 
institutional 
embeddedness of 
organizations 
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SCANCOR REPORT OF SCHOLARLY ACTIVITY 2015 

 

SCANCOR VISITING SCHOLARS INDIVIDUAL REPORTS: 

Activities, networking & collaboration, publications generated 
 

             

 

  
 
 
Research area and aspects I focused on while at SCANCOR 
During my visit I wanted to establish contacts with relevant professors at Stanford and 
also explore the possibilities of contacts in Silicon Valley. As a project manager in 
charge of building a “Shool of Management” at our University College it was relevant to 
work on these topics: 

1. Gender and women's leadership and management 
2. Innovation management 
3. Design of Management education 

I also wanted to work on a research paper “Organizational learning and knowledge in 
project management”. 

 
Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding 

My goal for a stay at SCANCOR was to increase my knowledge of the topic Design of 
Management education/ executive education. I had planned collaborations with some 
persons when I made my application. Since my stay was during the summer term, two of 
my contacts (Dr. Marina Ranga and Professor Larry Leifer) were on travel in Europe. A 
contact was established before I came with the Clayman Institute for Gender Research 
and contact with the Stanford Graduate School of Business- Stanford Executive 
Program was established during my stay. 

I did not have any external funding for my stay, but I had in beforehand an accepted fund 
for my travel costs and motel-costs accepted by Oslo and Akershus University College. 

 
Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 

I have attended the SCANCOR seminar series weekly, where we all gave feedback to 
those who presented: 

 

Kristi Agerup 
PhD, Docent, Project Manager at School of Mgmt  
Faculty of Social Sciences, Oslo and Akershus 
University College (HiOA) 
kristi.agerup@hioa.no  
https://www.hioa.no/tilsatt/kriage  
http://blogg.hioa.no/ledelsesbloggen  
June 16 – July 20, 2015 

 

mailto:kristi.agerup@hioa.no
https://www.hioa.no/tilsatt/kriage
http://blogg.hioa.no/ledelsesbloggen
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June 23- Pelle Tornell from Stockholm University  

July 1- Binh Phan, BI, “Intra-firm network structure and performance” 

July 8- Juho Lindman, Hanken School of Economics, “Group Latency in Online 
Communities: A longitudinal Study in Finnish Wikipedia”. My own presentation of the 
paper “Organizational learning and knowledge in project management” with relevant 
feedback and comments. 

July 15- Daria Volchek from Aalto University, “Expatriate Entrepreneurship: Start- up 
visas and incubators” and Jerome Barthelemy, “Technical Consultants and Resource 
Value Creation”. I was in charge of leading the seminar.  
 
I had some meetings with persons at Stanford related to my main missions described 
before: 

1) Meeting with Jonna Louvrier, Postdoctoral Fellow at Clayman Institute for 
Gender Research on June 19. She works on the topic Diversity and Difference 
in business, equality in work life. 

2) Meeting with Kriss Craig, Director of Programs, Executive Education, 
School of Business, July 6th . Sarah Soule had introduced me in an email to set 
up the meeting. I introduces myself, my University College and School of 
Management. I had tree subjects I wanted to discuss with her: 1) Access to open 
courses in management/leadership. 2) The design of their Management 
Education 3) Collaboration with other Universities.  See the notes/minutes from 
the meeting here 

3) Meeting with Caroline Simard, Research Director, Clayman Institute for 
Gender Research, July 14th. I discussed these issues with her: 1) How they 
have built the Center for Advancement of Women’s Leadership. 2) How they built 
their Corporate Program. 3) The Lean In Community.  
It was a very interesting and inspiring meeting, and something to work further on 
when I come back.  

 

Off-campus activities and other interactions 

I participated in some interesting Silicon Valley arrangements during my stay: 

 The seminar hosted by Silicon Vikings at Page Mill Road: Startup Sauna from 
Aalto university, from their spring 2015 program.  Presentation of 4 Pitch talks, 
June 23th. I also met Gloria Guenther, see below. 

 Visiting Nordic Innovation House on their Summer event June 25. I got in contact 
with: 

o James Erlich at Stanford H-STAR Institute. We invited him to SCANCOR 
to present some of his work about Eco Villages, he did so on our Seminar 
July 15th . 

o Lisbeth Smestad from Innovation Norway, who is in charge of Research 
and Educational Network, REN. 

 Meeting with Innvation Norway at SCANCOR, Director Gro Dyrnes and Program 
Manager Lisbeth Smestad June 30.  I arranged a short meeting with the 3 other 
Norwegian visiting scholars at SCANCOR, and then I presented our School of 
Management for them and we discussed the possibilities to collaborate in topics 
such as arranging a study tour for our students, designing new courses in 

Meeting%20with%20Kriss%20Craig%20.docx
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Innovation Management and in Women’s Leadership. We also discussed the 
possibilities related to REN, where HiOA is going to be the host for a meeting in 
November 

 Meeting with Consul General Hilde Skorpen and Consul Sindre Bornstein, Royal 
Norwegian Consulate General, San Francisco on July 1. They visited me at 
SCANCOR. One of their goals is to promote the collaboration between higher 
education institutions and R&D (applied research) between our countries, and we 
discussed the topic on how to cope with the challenges of female entrepreneurs. 

 Reception at the Consul General’s residence in honor of the 45 students of the 
Norwegian School of Entrepreneurship, July 7th. I got in contact with Carina 
Tønnesen who is in charge of the school from University of Oslo, and Trond 
Pedersen from University of Berkeley. http://grunderskolen.no/destinasjoner/san-
francisco/  

 Meeting with one of the students, Anette Brattli, and the start-up company Yay 
Images (yayimages.com) along with the manager of Yay Images, Linda 
Johansen in San Francisco July 17th. 

 Meeting at Stanford Research Institute (SRI) with Eilif Trondsen July 9th. We 
discussed collaboration related to the topic of e-learning and Eilif introduced me 
to June Breivik at BI and Oddgeir Tveiten at the University of Agder. 

 I was invited as a guest to the “Venture Capital Roundtable” by Executive 
Director Gloria Guenther, on July 10th . Gloria is a member of the National 
Association of Seed and Venture Funds, founded in 2001. The meeting included 
pitch talks and presentations.   

 

I have also participated in some cultural activities during my stay: I have been to San 
Francisco four times and the Parade for the July 4th Celebration in San José,  and at an 
event with 2014 Nobel Peace Price winner Malala Yousafzai at San José State 
University June 26, hosted by author Khaled Hosseini  

Publications generated during stay. I have been working on the paper “Learning 
Trajectories: A Case of Organizational Learning and Project Management” for the 
presentation on the SCANCOR seminar, in order to prepare for sending it to a journal.  

Outcome and impact of visit 
I have been able to have some very inspiring and interesting meetings with  some very 
relevant persons at Stanford, and I have explored the possibility to collaborate with them 
on behalf of HiOA School of Management: 1) Kriss Kraig and Fin O’Hara at Stanford 
Business School in order to have some students from us participating in their classes;  
2) Carolyn Simbard at the Center for Advancement of Women’s Leadership in order to 
explore the possibilities to start something like this at our university college. I have also 
established collaboration with Innovation Norway SF related to the network REN, and 
explored having students from our university college as participants at the 
Entrepreneurship School. With Eilif Trondsen at SRI I discussed the subject of e-
Learning, relevant for our work with the project eCampus at HiOA School of 
Management. I think I had a greater outcome of my stay then expected, since I only had 
time to stay for 5 weeks. I am so grateful I had the opportunity to stay at SCANCOR. 

 

             

http://grunderskolen.no/destinasjoner/san-francisco/
http://grunderskolen.no/destinasjoner/san-francisco/
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  Jerome Barthelemy 

  Professor of Management 

  ESSEC Business School 

  barthelemy@essec.edu 

  http://www.essec.edu/faculty/jerome-barthelemy 

  July 6 – August 15, 2015 

Research area and aspects I focused on while at SCANCOR 
One of my current research projects deals with the impact of consultants on their clients’ 
performance. The empirical setting is the Bordeaux wine industry.   

I took advantage of my stay at SCANCOR to work on this research project. The data had 
already been collected and analyzed. Thus, I spent most of the time writing and 
polishing a paper based on this project. 

 
Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding  
As a full professor at ESSEC Business School, it is often difficult to find time to do 
research. The teaching and administrative load can be quite heavy. My stay at 
SCANCOR gave me an invaluable opportunity to fully focus on my research. 

I managed to complete the paper I was working on (“The influence of consultants on 
performance: Some evidence from the Bordeaux wine industry”) and submit to the 
Strategic Management Journal (a leading journal in the field of strategy). I received an 
invitation to “revise and resubmit” the paper last week. While this does not guarantee 
that the paper will eventually be accepted, it is very encouraging! 

My stay was entirely funded by my employer (ESSEC Business School). Every six 
years, professors are entitled to a “sabbatical” leave.   

 I took advantage of this opportunity to spend some time at SCANCOR (as I already did 
in 2006). The main outcome of this stay was a paper that appeared in the Journal of 
Business Venturing  (“Agency and Institutional Influences on Franchising”) 

 
Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
I presented the paper I was working on during the Wednesday seminar. This 
presentation was very helpful. Comments from various participants helped me sharpen 
my thinking. 

On a day to day basis, I also greatly benefitted from interactions with other 
“SCANCORians”.  

In addition, I had the opportunity to discuss my research with Stanford Professors 
Mitchell Stevens, Sarah Soule and Glenn Carroll. These discussions were both helpful 
and inspirational. 

 
Publications generated during stay 
Main output: 

 

mailto:barthelemy@essec.edu
http://www.essec.edu/faculty/jerome-barthelemy
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Barthélemy, J. (2015), “The influence of consultants on performance: Some evidence 
from the Bordeaux wine industry”, paper submitted to the Strategic Management 
Journal. 

Current status (late September 2015): R&R 

 
Outcome and impact of visit 
As a scholar, staying at SCANCOR gave me a unique opportunity to fully focus on what I 
like best: doing research. I wish I could do this more often! 

As a person, I also benefitted tremendously from my stay. When I visited SCANCOR in 
2006, I came on my own. This time, I took my whole family with me (wife and three kids). 
They were extremely pleased with their stay in California.  

In short, this visit was outstanding both professionally and personally.  

             

 

 
 
 
 
 
  

 

Research area and aspects I focused on while at SCANCOR 
My research question is: How do public finance agencies influence internationalization 
processes of SMEs? Particularly I am interested in investigating if public support 
services, directed towards SMEs internationalization, provide the firms with benefits 
beyond finance? What are these? How do they work? What is the specific role of 
emotions?  

My visit at SCANCOR was related to the investigation of relevant organizational theories 
and to get feedback on how to develop further a proposal for an experimentation 
protocol testing the impact of public finance on SMEs’ managers’ decision-making. 

 
Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding  
During my stay, I met with all professors I had targeted and benefited from valuable 
feedback and advice. Especially Kristin Laurin, Baba Shiv, Aneel Chima and Shai 
Bernshein. And in addition to exchanging with them I also attended their courses in 
which I learned contents relevant to my research and that gave me a broader and 
deeper view on fundamental topics for my subject, which I would have never found on 
my own. Meeting in person helped the exchange and eased the access to Stanford 
scholars; most of the professors despite being extremely busy are accessible if one 
makes an appointment 1-2 weeks to a month in advance. Professors are usually happy 
to share a quick coffee or to do a walk meeting. I also was extremely lucky to be 
introduced to a certain number of key interlocutors each time relevant to my questions. 

 

Marion Bitsch 
PhD student    
Turku School of Economics 
marion.bitsch@utu.fi 
January 5 - May 31, 2015 

 

mailto:marion.bitsch@utu.fi
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The visit was crucial for the further development of my PhD thesis. Indeed thanks to the 
different high level profiles of the professors, from marketing, sociology, finance, 
psychology I met at Stanford, I received comments, which made me realize the 
strengths and limits of my current design and where and what should be further 
developed. This feedback assorted with excellent references suggested were exactly 
what I was looking for. My purpose would now be to continue to work with some of the 
professors in the form of a long-term collaboration. 
 
My visit was funded through a research contract with the Finnish Public Investment Bank 
and official Export Credit Agency Finnvera, as well as through a grant from LSR. 

 
Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
During my stay at SCANCOR at Stanford University I was able to audit certain courses:  

Particularly inspiring were the classes at the Graduate School of Business. I audited the 
courses Finance 373: Entrepreneurship finance and OB 678: The Design and Process of 
Experimental Research. Although I already attended a class about Entrepreneurship 
finance from the KATAJA Finnish doctoral program in business studies’ offer, its content 
was completely different. This can be explained probably due to the joint teaching of an 
academic professor: Shai Bernshein, and a practitioner expert in the field: Rob Siegel. 
From the class OB 678 and especially from Kristin Laurin, I received important feedback 
on my methodology. 
 
In addition I also audited WELLNESS 202: Mind, Body, Spirit to learn more about the 
concept and role of Emotional Intelligence. As a result of attending this class I was able 
to start collaborating with Aneel Chima and we wrote a joint paper.  
 
Finally I initially had made plans to attend Baba Shiv’s class: GSBGEN 520: The Frinky 
Science of the Human Mind, but the class’ agenda was moved to another semester. 
Professor Shiv instead kindly introduced me to the D-School class: Collaborating with 
the future, which I was grateful to attend. I also was able to participate to Baba Shiv’s 
Fishbowl Labs, which are monthly meetings of Professor Shiv with his students with the 
purpose to brainstorm and produce research ideas and form new projects.  
 

Publications generated during stay 
Further advancement of my PhD thesis to be submitted by the end of 2015. 

Revision of a working paper for my PhD, presented in the SCANCOR seminar:  Network 
view of government internationalization promotion: cross-country analysis of five inter-
organizational structures 

Joint paper with Aneel Chima: Bring emotions in your research: an emotional approach 
of international opportunity 

Joint paper with Gospel Oparaocha: Towards Building Internal Social Network 
Architecture that Drives 
Innovation (Paper accepted to Academy Of Management in Vancouver 7-11th. August 
2015) 
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New joint paper with Jean-Laurent Viviani and Franck Moraux: A model for strategic 
decision-making: internationalization mode valuation using real-options. (Paper 
accepted to WU Vienna Paper Development Workshop IB & Finance 03 & 04 
September 2015 and European International Business Academy in Rio de Janeiro 01-
03 December 2015) 

Outcome and impact of visit 
SCANCOR gave me access to Stanford professors, who provided excellent feedback 
and constructive comments on my research. I could also attend courses relevant to my 
PhD dissertation. And being at SCANCOR was a formidable experience and opportunity 
to network with other researchers with a multi-dimensional perspective on research, who 
seemed to be able to understand any topic presented during the weekly seminars and to 
provide interesting and critical comments on those as well as my own topic. Meeting with 
other SCANCORians and Stanford students has broadened the possibilities for the 
future development of my researches. 
 
I learned a lot and especially the presentation of my paper at the SCANCOR Friday 
seminar resulted in a “AHA” moment thanks to some comments from Mitchell Stevens 
and additional feedback from Angelika Lindstrand. Thank you again! 
 
Furthermore, I felt really at home since the very first day partly due to the culture of 
Stanford University and mostly thanks to all the help and care provided by Annette 
Eldredge.  

             

 

  
  

 

 

Research area and aspects I focused on while at SCANCOR 

My current research concentrates on service innovation, performance measurements of 
knowledge work, and internationalization of knowledge intensive firms.  

During my visit I wanted to take full advantage of Stanford University’s research 
excellence as well as its location at the heart of Silicon Valley.  

 
Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding  

My primary mission was to work with the three papers listed in my application: 

(a) ’ Lasting temporariness: Projects as capability bridges across time and organizational 
levels’,  

Karl Joachim Breunig 
Associate Professor       
School of Business, Oslo and Akershus University College 
karl.joachim.breunig@hioa.no 
https://www.hioa.no/eng/employee/karjoa  
January 1 – March 31, 2015 

 

https://mail.utu.fi/owa/redir.aspx?SURL=q73XnmQlcRV0q0T8hQrHK36Zldoqa3jf_foji72D8l0YH8FRu4LSCGgAdAB0AHAAcwA6AC8ALwB3AHcAdwAuAGwAaQBuAGsAZQBkAGkAbgAuAGMAbwBtAC8AYgBsAGkAbgBrAD8AcwBpAG0AcABsAGUAUgBlAGQAaQByAGUAYwB0AD0AZABQAEEAUgBkAFAANABWAGQAUAB3AFoAaAA0AEIATwBwAG0AOQBKAHAAbQBRAEMAZAAzADEAdgBwAG4AaABGAHQAQwBWAEYAbgBUAGgATQBwAG0AZAB6AG8AagBSAEgAcABpAG8ATQBiAG0AbABKAG8AbQBWAHYAcgBUADkATQBiAG0AaABPAG8AbQBkAHYAcABDAFoATwBzADIAUgBRAHMANgBkAHgAbgBUAHAASwBxAGwAWgBKAHIAbQBaAHoAYgBtAE4ASgBwAGoAUgBEAHIAQwBCAEgAbwBTADUATwB0ADIAcABEAGcAQwBWAHgAbQB6AGsAUABrADcAQgBpAHIAUQBwAGgAZwBqAFIASwBwAG0ASgBMAGwANgBoAEYAcgBpAHAAUwBzADYAVQBaAHQAMgBwAEUAYwB5AFEAVgBwAHoAZwBNAHIAUwA5AHgAcQBpAFIARgBwADMAbABIAGUAagBSAEIAZgBQADkAUwBiAFMAawBMAHIAbQBaAHoAYgBDAFYARgBwADYAbABIAHIAQwBCAEkAYgBEAHQAVAB0AE8AWQBMAGUARABkAE0AdAA3AGgARQAmAG0AcwBnAEkARAA9AEkANgAwADEAMAAyADQANwA5ADYAMgA2ADMAMgA5ADQAOQA3ADYAMABfADUAMAAwACYAbQBhAHIAawBBAHMAUgBlAGEAZAA9AA..&URL=https%3a%2f%2fwww.linkedin.com%2fblink%3fsimpleRedirect%3ddPARdP4VdPwZh4BOpm9JpmQCd31vpnhFtCVFnThMpmdzojRHpioMbmlJomVvrT9MbmhOomdvpCZOs2RQs6dxnTpKqlZJrmZzbmNJpjRDrCBHoS5Ot2pDgCVxmzkPk7BirQphgjRKpmJLl6hFripSs6UZt2pEcyQVpzgMrS9xqiRFp3lHejRBfP9SbSkLrmZzbCVFp6lHrCBIbDtTtOYLeDdMt7hE%26msgID%3dI6010247962632949760_500%26markAsRead%3d
mailto:karl.joachim.breunig@hioa.no
https://www.hioa.no/eng/employee/karjoa
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(b) ’Autonomy or Automation? An exploration of the roles of individuals in creating 
routine dynamics’  

(c) ‘Exploring New Service Portfolio Management’.  

I did not have any external funding for my stay, but will have accommodation costs 
reimbursed by Oslo and Akershus University College. 

 
Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
I have attended several seminars and colloquia at different Stanford schools.  

 
At the School of Education, I regularly attended: 

- The SCANCOR Monday seminars 
- The SCANCOR Friday seminars, were I present one of my own research papers 

-Exploring New Service Portfolio Management. 
 
At the School of Engineering, I attended:  

- The WTO colloquium. 
- The Burton Lee’s European entrepreneurship and innovation seminars 

 
At the Stanford Law School, I attended: 

- The seminar on Startups in China, with Charlie Chen (founder of Tencent)  and 
professor Goldstein, March 3 

- The seminar on the future of law firms at March 4. 
 
At the Graduate School of Business, I attended:  

- The GSB meeting with Wikipedia founder Jimmy Walsh at February 23. 
- The seminar on Creative Confidence with D-school founder Professor David 

Kelley at March 12. 
 
These seminars have inspired both my current research and given ideas for 
improvements in my teaching. In addition to the daily interaction with the other visiting 
researchers at SCANCOR, these seminars have also been an effective way to interact 
with Stanford faculty.  
 

Off-campus activities and other interactions 

The Norwegian researchers met with a delegation from the Norwegian Ministry of 
Education and Research and the Norwegian Academy of Science and Letters, March 
17. 

I have attended some off-campus seminars, and been in contact with some people in 
Silicon Valley collecting some initial data for paper 6, listed below. Off-campus 
interactions that might evolve into future research collaboration, are:  

- The seminar hosted by Silicon Vikings at page Mill Road, Startup Showcase: 
Meet with Helsinki's Startup Sauna Companies, January 22. 
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- The seminar hosted by Silicon Valley ThinkFWD at Microsoft in Mountain View - 
Did Government Create Silicon Valley? How Public Investment Promotes 
Technological Innovation, January 28. 

- Andre Christensen, COO QuickPlay and former Senior Vice President at Yahoo 
- Gro Dyrnes, Director of Nordic Innovation House 
- Yvonne Ericcson, Community Manager, The Nordic Innovation House  
- Dieter Folta – Intel retiree, with 40 years’ history from Silicon Valley 
- Patrick Burt, City council and former Mayor of Palo Alto, Advisor at PiMEMS 
- Derek Bluford, President & CEO of QuickLegal  

 

I have also taken full advantage of the plethora of cultural activities that Stanford in 
particular and the Bay area in general have to offer. I have had repeated visits to the 
Cantor Arts Center and Anderson Collection, attended talks by for example the 
photographer Douglas Kirkland, been sweating at the Dish, watched Basket Ball games 
at Stanford and a San Jose Sharks Ice hockey match as well as trips around the Bay 
area to Napa Valley, Muir Woods, Monterrey and Carmel.  
 

Publications generated during stay 

1. Aas, TH, Breunig, KJ and Hydle, KM (2015) Exploring New Service Portfolio 
Management, paper revised for submission to the Journal of Product Innovation 
Management  

2. Breunig, KJ, Söderlund, J and Kvålhaugen, R (2015) Lasting temporariness: 
Projects as capability bridges across time and organizational levels, this paper 
was presented February 2015 at the Organization Science Winter Conference in 
Park City, the paper was also submitted and accepted to the 2015 AoM meeting, 
and revised for submission to Journal of Management Studies.  

3. Breunig, KJ and Kvålshaugen, R (2015) Autonomy or Automation? An 
exploration of the roles of individuals in creating routine dynamics, the paper was 
revised for submission to Organization Studies.  

4. Breunig, KJ (2015) Limitless Learning: Assessing social media for global 
workplace-learning, paper revised and resubmitted (2nd) to The Learning 
Organization.  

5. Breunig, KJ and Christoffersen, L (2015) Researching the outliers: Bridging the 
rigor-relevance divide in management research with CIT?, this paper was revised 
and is accepted for publication in Leading Issues in Business Research Methods 
Vol. 2. 

6. Breunig, KJ and Skjølsvik, T (2105) Managing the professional firm of the future: 
The case of virtual law firm start-ups in Silicon Valley, extended abstract 
submitted to Annual Conference On Professional Service Firms, Saïd Business 
School, Oxford, UK. The paper is based on initial data collected during my visit. 

 

Outcome and impact of visit 
My main motivation was to revise several papers. I have been able to do this in a very 
inspiring atmosphere at SCANCOR. The visit have allowed me the necessary focus on 
writing as well as opening up for new relations and ideas. Directly related to my research 
are comments received on my work by other SCANCOR researchers and the off-
campus relations I have established in Silicon Valley. My future research is aiming at 
understanding how web 2.0 development will affect innovation and work in professional 
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service firms – such as Law firms. During my stay, I have obtained valuable contacts to 
pursue this aim in the future.  

             

  

 Kirsi Eräranta 

 Assistant Professor 

 Aalto University, School of Business, Dept of Management 

 Studies, Organizational Communication 

 kirsi.eraranta@aalto.fi 

 September 14 – December 20, 2015 

      https://people.aalto.fi/kirsi.eraranta 

 

Research area and aspects I focused on while at Scancor 
My research interests lie in business-society relations, covering e.g. the discursive 
construction of corporate social responsibility; the legitimation and de-legitimation of 
certain business practices through public debates; and the economization and 
marketization of Nordic welfare and gender policies. While at Scancor, I concentrated 
mainly on two papers of mine; the one on the de-/legitimation of corporate tax avoidance 
and the other on the risk-based framing of parental leave (see seminars below). I chose 
to focus on these papers because I thought I would get fruitful feedback for them in the 
seminars, which I did. 

 

Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding 

The mission of my visit to Scancor was to help me to raise my international profile in the 
field of organization and management studies; provide me an opportunity to network with 
North American and other international scholars; and explore new avenues for 
international research collaboration. Moreover, I expected that the visit would increase 
my knowle on the state of art of contemporary U.S. and European organizational 
studies, and to support me in the partial reorientation of my theoretical perspective 
toward neo-institutionalism. Besides these academic expectations, me and my partner 
made it our goal to familiarize ourselves with the Stanford campus (and the U.S. 
university system in general) as extensively as possible. 

During my visit to Scancor, I worked on the specific papers mentioned above and below.  

In my view, the time at Scancor fulfilled my expectations well. The inter-disciplinary 
seminars were a fruitful forum to discuss topical questions from different viewpoints. I got 
to know many people, with some of whom I might have/initiate some sort of collaboration 
later. Me and my partner also got a holistic experience of life at Stanford by making use 
of the various opportunities on campus. 

My visit was funded through personal research funding that I have at my disposal as 
Assistant Professor in Aalto University.  

 

 

mailto:kirsi.eraranta@aalto.fi
https://people.aalto.fi/kirsi.eraranta
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Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
I gave the following two presentations at Scancor seminars during my stay 

1. October 19, 2015: Tax avoidance and the division of moral labor in health care: A 
framing perspective on political CSR (Monday Seminar) 

2. November 13, 2015: Division of risks and responsibilities of social reproduction – 
negotiating the roles of companies, employees, and the state (Friday seminar) 

 
I have had influential interactions with  

 my peer visiting scholars, Scancor directors and post-docs 

 Assistant Professor Robert Eberhart (Santa Clara University);  

 Professor Satu Miettinen (a Visiting Professor in d.school);  

 Post-Doctoral Scholar Ling Han (Center on Philantrophy and Civil Society) 

 Scancor alumni who visited the unit during my stay (Jarmo Vakkuri, Mikael 
Holmqvist and Tom Christensen) 

 
I listened to several talks (e.g. by Al Gore and Thomas Piketty) on campus and attended 
the following seminars 

 Sociology Department Colloquium, September 24, talk by Woody Powell  

 Comparative Sociology Workshop, November 16, paper and presentation by 
Mitchell Stevens & Ben Gebre-Medhin 

 

The comments I got in Scancor seminars were extremely fruitful for the development my 
papers both theoretically, methodologically and otherwise. 

 
Publications generated during stay 
During my stay at Scancor, I worked on the following papers 

1. The Europeanization of Nordic Gender Equality: A Foucauldian Analysis of 
Reconciling Work and Family in Finland; with J. Kantola (revisions; conditionally 
accepted for publication in Gender, Work and Organization) 

2. Tax avoidance and the division of moral labor in health care: A framing 
perspective on political CSR, with J. Moisander and V. Penttilä (first draft; to be 
submitted to the Journal of Business Ethics) 

3. The entrepreneurs of sharing economy: Media discourses on subjects of 
neoliberal governmentality, with J. Moisander and V. Penttilä (work in progress) 

4. Division of risks and responsibilities of social reproduction – negotiating the roles 
of companies, employees, and the state, with V. Penttilä (work in progress) 

Outcome and impact of visit 
At Scancor, I got many new insights on Stanford as one of world’s most dynamic and 
highly esteemed academic institutions, and the U.S. research culture in general. 
Furthermore, I got new valuable experience presenting my work at length in a 
recognized foreign and international context (in international conferences you normally 
have less time for presenting your work and getting comments, and the audience is not 
always that well prepared). I found Scancor a very supporting community to develop my 
work, and it was a useful exercise to commit oneself to participating the two weekly 
seminars regularly – it gives structure to your work and sense of belonging to the 
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research community. I sincerely think that this four-month visit to Scancor has 
contributed to my personal outlooks, abilities and contacts in a way that very much 
supports my research, teaching and service. 

             

 
    

 

Research area and aspects I focused on while at SCANCOR 
The purpose for my visit is to continue my research in ethics in strategy work, as well as 
nurturing collaboration on developing insights regarding research on business-
stakeholder-organizational interaction. My research begins from the premise that ethics 
is best understood and theorized as a form of practice, which means it is concerned with 
what managers actually do and experience in their everyday work.   

Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding  
During my stay this far, I have initiated a research project among Silicon Valley 
Entrepreneurs who come from Finland and Sweden. My specific purpose is to gather 
interview data both here and later back in Finland in order to gain new understanding on 
entrepreneurial opportunity and stakeholders. The main idea is to study the narratives 
and discourses of the entrepreneurs, their own role and opportunities, including 
ambitions and success, but also uncertainty and failures. My second interest is the 
societal and media discourse around start-up entrepreneurs in Silicon Valley and in 
Finland.  

My visit was funded through grants from Liikesivistysrahasto, the Hanken foundation, the 
Wallenberg foundation, and the Tutkijat Maailmalle – foundation.  

Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
During my stay at Stanford University I took part in certain lectures and colloquia from 
different seminar series of the School of Education and the Graduate School of 
Business, e.g. the Organizational Behavior Seminars, and the Comparative Sociology 
Workshop.  

In the spring, I will attend a course in sociological research methods taught by Jesper 
Sorensen.  

I also took advantage of Stanford’s large offering of extra-curricular activities, such as 
talks on current political topics or the courses of the Bechtel International Center. 

I received invaluable comments on my research as well as suggestions on how to use 
my data for further papers and additional research etc. 

 
Off-campus activities and other interactions 

 

Henrika Franck 
Postdoctoral researcher  
Hanken School of Economics   
Henrika.franck@hanken.fi,  
www.hanken.fi/staff/franckm 
September 14, 2014 – March 2015 

 

mailto:Henrika.franck@hanken.fi
http://www.hanken.fi/staff/franckm
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In October, I visited the Darden School of Business at the University of Virginia, and 
gave a research presentation.  

Publications generated during stay 
Franck, H., Mantere, S & Sonenshein, S: Living the good life in organizations through 
identity work. Will be submitted to Journal of Management Studies 

Franck, H. and Mantere S. Ethics as the engine of organizational change. Tensions and 
resolutions in encounters with otherness. Will be submitted to Journal of Business Ethics 

Franck, H, Gylfe, P & Holt, R: Journalism, commerce and truth-telling: Visual 
ethnography in a national broadcaster. Will be submitted to Journal of Management 
Inquiry 

Franck, H. & Vaara E.: Cacophony, dissonance, consonance, and resonance in making 
sense of strategic change. Will be submitted to Academy of Management Journal 

Outcome and impact of visit 
SCANCOR provided me an opportunity to collect comparative data for my new research 
project on entrepreneurship and stakeholders. Furthermore, I gained invaluable 
experience on the research culture and research styles in the United States. 

             

 

 Rand Gerges Yammine 
 Dr. 
 EMLYON Business School 
 gergesyammine@em-lyon.com 
 September 15, 2015 – March 31, 2016 
  

 

Research area and aspects I focused on while at SCANCOR 
My research extends the perspective on network dynamics by offering a holistic lens on the 
formation, duration, and dissolution of ties. I specifically study the behavior of firms in the 
context of open innovation in the mobile phone industry. During my stay at SCANCOR, I 
have mainly focused on 1) attending seminars in the area of network dynamics in order to 
tune my theoretical model 2) meeting with practitioners in the Bay Area who work on open 
innovation and 3) learning more about the mobile phone industry and its specificities. Thus, I 
was able to broaden my knowledge on my empirical context as well as discuss with a 
number of scholars the theoretical foundation of my work. I chose to focus on these aspects 
at SCANCOR because there is a richness of scholars who work on networks from both, a 
sociological and an economical perspective. I was able to benefit from the publishing 
experience and wide knowledge of renowned scholars in the field. From an empirical 
perspective, the Silicon Valley is the cradle of high technology. Open innovation is a novel 
phenomenon, but it is widely prevalent in the innovative high-tech industry. Silicon Valley 
embraces a culture of creativity and innovation that is very interesting to study from an open 
innovation perspective. Finally, the mobile phone industry is well embedded in the Silicon 
Valley. Being part of SCANCOR has enabled me to visit companies in the area and discuss 
their innovation strategies. 

 

mailto:gergesyammine@em-lyon.com
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Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding  
My expectations from my visit to SCANCOR were manifold. First, I was keen on meeting 
and discussing my research with influential scholars at Stanford who work on my 
research area. A number of scholars from Stanford have had a tremendous influence on 
the way that my research has evolved. SCANCOR has bestowed me the opportunity to 
conduct intellectual discussion with these scholars and integrate their feedback in my 
work.  
 
My second expectation was to establish research collaboration with stellar scholars. 
Being in a rich intellectual environment enables me to broaden my limits and think 
beyond the obvious. SCANCOR gives me the chance to build a strong network in one of 
the most prestigious institutes of the world.  
 
My third expectation from my visit at SCANCOR was to benefit from the location of 
Stanford, right in the heart of the Silicon Valley. My research lies in the areas of high-
tech. The dynamics of the Silicon Valley are incredible. Furthermore, prior to my arrival 
to SCANCOR, I was planning on starting a new research line namely in the area of 
entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurs are everywhere in the Bay Area and they tend to be 
very zealous to discuss their projects and success stories.  
 
Finally, I expected from SCANCOR the opportunity to attend a number of seminars and 
courses, particularly at the business school and d.school. I was especially interested in 
attending courses on entrepreneurship and strategy as well as the creative d.school 
classes.  
 
During my visit I was able to work on one of my articles. Thanks to feedback from 
professors from both, Stanford and Berkeley, I was able to progress and improve one of 
my empirical papers. I will be submitting the article shortly to Administrative Science 
Quarterly. I am also working on a new paper on entrepreneurship and I am in the data 
collection stage. Being located in the Silicon Valley has been extremely beneficial for my 
data collection process as I was able to discuss in-depth with various entrepreneurs. I 
was surprised with their friendliness and open-mindedness to elaborate on their projects 
and provide valuable data. All of the above expectations were met and even exceeded. I 
was able to build a rich network consisting of visiting scholars, professors, Stanford PhD 
students, MBAs, software engineers, and entrepreneurs.  
 
My visit was funded from EMLYON Research Center headed by Professor Philippe 
Monin as well as the American Foundations Friends of Alliance Centrale Lyon-EMLYON 
particularly chaired by Patrick Dupuis, SVP, CFO at PayPal. 
 

Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
So far, I have not presented my work at the SCANCOR seminar as I will be presenting 
next semester. However, I attend Monday and Friday seminars and provided with 
feedback to my colleagues’ work. I have interacted with a number of Stanford PhD 
students whom I met through the visiting scholars or d.school classes. I have also met 
and discussed with a number of professors at Stanford including Woody Powell and 
Jeffery Pfeffer. Both scholars have had a large influence on my work in the past in terms 
of network dynamics and power in organizational research.  
 
Regarding the seminars and courses, I have attended multiple seminars that were 
suggested by SCANCOR throughout the semester (in addition to the Monday and Friday 
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seminars). I have also participated in three d.school classes this semester. I was fully 
participating in the classes as I was admitted after a lengthy application. The courses 
are: d.school Studio, Research as Design, Leaders of Innovation. In these classes, we 
worked in teams and companies on creating innovative solutions. For instance, in one of 
the classes, my team and I worked on creating a solution for airbnb. We had meetings 
with the actual client and presented our final product in front of a jury. The courses have 
tremendously changed my perspective on my research. I also learned the design 
process, a very effective tool that can be used in any given innovation challenge.  
 

Off-campus activities and other interactions 
I have also attended a number of events outside campus. For instance, I have 
participated in various Silicon Vikings event where I met Nordic researchers and 
entrepreneurs in the area. I have also been very active in networking events such as 
Internations and Meetups where I met many entrepreneurs, expats, and senior 
managers. Through these connections, I was able to visit many companies such as 
Google, Linkedin, Facebook, SAP and much more.  
 
Outcome and impact of visit 
During my stay at SCANCOR, I have worked to refine one of the papers from my 
dissertation on social influence and termination of ties in the context of open innovation. 
As I mentioned, I was able to refine my findings and my theoretical grounding through 
discussions with scholars and practitioners. The feedback was very useful to improve 
the overall quality of the paper and increase its chances of getting published in a high-
quality journal. I am planning to submit the paper to ASQ (less than a month). As I also 
mentioned in the previous lines, one of the papers is a result of my stay at SCANCOR. 
The project was initiated with a colleague and I am in the data collection stage. Overall, 
my stay at SCANCOR has had a very positive impact on my career as I have been able 
to become part of a very prestigious network, attend interesting top-notch courses and 
seminars, and meet some of the brightest people in the world. 

 
             

 

  Nina Hampl 
  Dr. 
  WU-Vienna, University of Economics and Business 
  Professor for Sustainable Energy Management,  
  University of Klagenfurt, Austria 
  nina.hampl@wu.ac.at 
  September 14 – December 20, 2015 

       https://at.linkedin.com/pub/nina-lucia-hampl/5/253/b6   
 

Research area and aspects I focused on while at SCANCOR 
In my research I specifically work on strategic questions in the energy industry with focus 
on strategic alliances, industry architecture, disruptive technologies, business model 
innovation and the intersection of policy and strategic management. During my stay at 
SCANCOR I focused on making great progress on my research projects and connecting 
with researchers from SCANCOR and Stanford. Further, my objective was to get more 
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insights on Stanford’s teaching and research culture and the unique Silicon Valley spirit.  
 
Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding  
During my stay at SCANCOR my main mission was to make good progress on my 
research projects with feedback and input from SCANCOR and Stanford scholars and to 
expand my academic and industry network. I attended many different seminars at 
Stanford and research and industry conferences in the Bay Area that helped me to gain 
additional valuable insights for my current and future scholarly work. During my stay I 
mainly focused on four different research projects in the field of alliance termination, 
multiple business model management/business model innovation, technology standard-
setting alliances in the alternative vehicle industry and consumer preferences in the 
renewable energy market. I was partly funded by a grant of the Österreichische 
Forschungsgemeinschaft (ÖFG) and the OMV-WU Energy & Strategy Think Tank 
project.  

 
Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
During my stay I attended various public lectures offered by Stanford University and its 
organizations as well as several seminars from the seminar series Stanford Network 
Forum, Comparative Sociology Workshop and mediaX. I also participated in the regular 
Monday and Friday seminars offered by SCANCOR. I presented one of my projects on 
alliance termination (“Drivers and Barriers of Partner Switch in Interfirm Alliances”) in the 
SCANCOR Friday seminar and received invaluable feedback and input from my fellow 
SCANCORians and the SCANCOR directors in order to improve the paper for journal 
submission. Besides I had the unique opportunity to discuss my work with current and 
past SCANCOR scholars and Stanford faculty (Ashby Monk, Alicia Seiger, Mark 
Thurber), which helped me a lot to make good progress on my thinking and current 
projects.  

 
Off-campus activities and other interactions 
I also attended various off-campus activities during my stay at SCANCOR and also met 
different scholars from Stanford to discuss their and my work and explore potential areas 
for collaboration: 

Off-campus events: 

 Silicon Vikings Event: Emerging Management Models for Entrepreneurship and 
Innovation, Sunnyvale, October 27, 2015 

 2015 Bay Area Battery Summit, Berkeley National Laboratory, November 3, 2015  

 Austrian Research and Innovation Talk 2015, San Francisco, November 7, 2015 
 

Further, I attended several social events organized by the Austrian Club at Stanford, a 
talk by Fritz Prinz (Finmeccanica Professor in the School of Engineering at Stanford 
University) organized by the WU Energy MBA class 2015 visiting Stanford mid 
September 2015 and a lunch with an Austrian delegation from the University of Graz and 
Austrian startups. I also met with representatives from the BMW Group Technology 
Office in Mountain View to discuss one of my research projects on alternative vehicle 
technology alliances.  
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Off-campus presentations: 

Hampl, N.; Hoffmann, W. H. (2015): Drivers and Barriers of Partner Switch in Interfirm 
Alliances, Strategic Management Society (SMS) Annual Conference, Denver, 
October 6, 2015 (nominated for the SMS Best Conference Paper Prize). 

Meetings with Stanford Scholars: 

Ashby Monk, Executive and Research Director, Global Projects Center 

Alicia Seiger, Deputy Director, Steyer-Taylor Center for Energy Policy and Finance 

Mark Thurber, Associate Director for Research, Program on Energy and Sustainable 
Development 
 

Publications generated during stay 
During my stay at SCANCOR and Stanford I made tremendous progress on the 
following working papers: 

Hampl, N.; Belingheri, P.; Masucci, M. & Sachsenhofer, W.: Technology Standard-
Setting Alliances and Architectural Advantage in an Emerging Industry, Working 
Paper, Institute for Strategic Management, WU Vienna/U. of Sussex/LUISS U.  

Hampl, N.; Hoffmann, W. H.: Drivers and Barriers of Partner Switch in Interfirm 
Alliances, Working Paper, Institute for Strategic Management, WU Vienna. 

Sachsenhofer, W.; Hampl, N.; Hoffmann, W. H. & Streibl, U.: Business Model Portfolio 
Management in Incumbent Firms, Working Paper, Institute for Strategic 
Management, WU Vienna/OMV AG.  

Further, I completed the following research project and industry publication during my 
stay at SCANCOR (representative survey of Austrian households related to their 
attitudes, associations and investment intentions in the field of renewable energies; an 
academic publication with a cross-country comparison with Switzerland in a 
collaboration with the U. of St. Gallen will follow):  

Erneuerbare Energien in Österreich 2015: Einstellungen, Assoziationen und 
Investitionsintention österreichischer Haushalte zu erneuerbaren 
Energietechnologien, December 2015 

Outcome and impact of visit 
Overall, I highly benefited from my stay at SCANCOR and Stanford, both from a 
scholarly point of view but also from a personal development perspective. Both 
SCANCOR and Stanford, but also the Silicon Valley and its innovative and 
entrepreneurial flair provided a very provoking intellectual environment. I highly enjoyed 
the many great conversations that I had with other SCANCORians during my stay, which 
inspired me a lot in many different ways. This Scandinavian-US spirit, intellectual 
openness and multidisciplinary background are very unique and very valuable. During 
my stay at SCANCOR and Stanford, I expected to gain unique experiences and 
provoking new insights for my research, make substantial progress on my working 
papers and research projects, meet exciting people that I can learn from and even make 
new friends – I am very happy that I was able to meet all of theses expectations.  
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Research area and aspects I focused on while at SCANCOR 
As part of my PhD, I was focusing on the current debate in Managerial Accounting with 
respect to asymmetrical cost behavior. Specifically, I examined the theoretical 
foundations of sticky and anti-sticky costs and developed an empirical model in order to 
test my hypotheses on real data.  
 

Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding  
Overall I will stay one year in the US. The whole stay is funded by various private 
foundations in Denmark. I received a monthly salary from Copenhagen Business School.  

My prior objective during my stay at Stanford was to build a fruitful network with other 
researchers at SCANCOR, but also within the Stanford University community. Moreover, 
I wanted to experience the inspirational atmosphere of the Silicon Valley area and 
especially at Stanford University. I therefore took one summer course and also went to 
some Silicon Viking events.  

 
Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
Because I visited SCANCOR during the summer not all of the regular PhD courses were 
offered. However, I had the opportunity to participate in a class held by the Statistics 
Department at Stanford. The course took place twice a week for 3 hours and consisted 
of theoretical lectures as well as labs.  

I had the opportunity to talk to Professors at the GSB who provided me great input and 
useful comments on my research. This was incredibly valuable for my work which is 
heavily influenced by the American literature.  

As part of the regular SCANCOR seminars, I also presented my work within our group. 
Although my research is very specific, I received good comments and we had a fruitful 
discussion on the topics I was presenting.  

 
Off-campus activities and other interactions 
I participated at the Silicon Vikings event which took place in August 2015.  
 

Publications generated during stay 
Revision of a working paper: “Is Deliberate Cost Stickiness Economically Justifiable in 
the Presence of Adjustment Costs?” 
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Elaboration of a new research idea: “The Effects of Indivisibility of Labor and Resource 
Unavailability on Asymmetric Cost Behavior in Small Firms” 
 

Outcome and impact of visit 
During my stay I finalized my current working paper and submitted it to the Management 
Accounting Section conference which is held at the beginning of next year. Furthermore, 
I elaborated a new research idea and took great advantage of the very good inventory at 
the Stanford libraries. In order to outline the theoretical foundations of my forthcoming 
research project I read many, rather old, monographies which were not available at my 
home university. I also discussed my ideas with leading researchers at the GSB who 
provided me great feedback and useful comments.   

             

 

 
  

 

 

 
Research area and aspects I focused on while at SCANCOR 
My research deals with the management and economics of intellectual property (IP). My 
research covers issues such as the interaction between IP strategies and business 
strategies/models, the role of IP and patents in governing open innovation, and license 
management, including FRAND royalty determination. During my time at SCANCOR, an 
important focus was to work on a number of new and old articles. Another focus was the 
design of a new empirical data collection in connection to a project I recently received 
funding for.  

 
Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding  
The vibrant environment at SCANCOR, Stanford, and Silicon Valley more generally 
gave much inspiration and input to my work. During my stay at SCANCOR I submitted 
one revised article for journal publication (a conceptual piece on patenting, publishing, 
and secrecy), one new article for journal publication (a literature review on IP in tech 
transfer offices and incubators), and a conference abstract (a case study on open 
innovation and IP). I initiated work on a book on IP management together with Prof. Ove 
Granstrand (SIEPR/Stanford and Chalmers) and took an IP law course for Prof. Mark 
Lemley (Law School/Stanford). Together with Prof. Hans Björnsson (CIFE/Stanford) I 
also had the opportunity to host a group of 41 Swedish master students visiting Stanford 
and UC Berkeley for summer courses. In connection to that, I co-arranged visits to 
nearly a dozen Silicon Valley companies and organizations, such as Google, Neo4j, 
Tesla, RSi, d.school, etc. The networking opportunities that my combination of activities 
enabled, both on- and off-campus, will be highly valuable for my future research, as well 
as for my professional and private life more generally. 

Apart from this, an important task during my time at SCANCOR was the design of a new 
empirical data collection. That project is to investigate the impact from IP strategies on 
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broader business strategies, and in the longer run on financial performance. In this 
design, it was especially beneficial to have access to the broad and diverse network of 
SCANCOR scholars, who generously shared their thoughts and advice. 

My visit was generously funded through grants from Familjen Knut & Ragnvi Jacobssons 
Stiftelse and the Barbro Osher Pro Suecia Foundation. 

 
Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
On 23 January I presented an early sketch of a paper at the SCANCOR Friday seminar. 
I received a lot of feedback and ideas for future work on this paper, called Reformulating 
Resource Ties in Relationship Dissolution. 

 
On 8 June I had an introductory presentation for the group of 41 master students 
attending summer courses at Stanford and UC Berkeley. 
 
Apart from my own presentations above, I took part in multiple seminars and seminar 
series throughout Stanford as well as outside Stanford. I will mention some of the most 
important ones here.  
 
Within the SCANCOR Seminar Series, which I attended regularly, a wide range of 
research was presented. Due to this width, I learned a lot about theoretical, empirical, 
and methodological domains I do not usually come across in my work. 
 
I regularly attended the Science and Technology Seminar Series at SIEPR. This series 
was typically more closely related to my own work, and I found it very interesting and 
useful.  
 
I attended a course in Trademark Law with Prof. Mark Lemley at the Law School. 
Trademark law is highly relevant to my research and teaching of IP, and the course 
substantially strengthened my skills in this area. 
 
I also attended the Stanford Law School conference on The Patent and Trademark 
Office and the Courts. 

Finally, I attended the CISAC seminar series, seminars at the Law School and at the 
Sociology Department, a seminar on social entrepreneurship with Shiza Shahid 
(founding CEO of the Malala fund), a seminar on simple rules with Kathleen Eisenhardt, 
etc. 

 
Off-campus activities and other interactions 
Apart from activities at Stanford I took part in multiple off-campus activities. For example, 
I supervised a master thesis at Siemens in Berkeley, where I also interacted with Prof. 
Henry Chesbrough which opened up possibilities for a future visiting scholarship at UC 
Berkeley. I attended David Kelley’s seminar on Creative Confidence as well as a 
seminar at Microsoft about the role of the government to support R&D and innovation, 
and interacted with numerous professionals and organizations. I ended my time at 
SCANCOR with travelling to Vancouver, Canada, for the Academy of Management 
conference during 7-11 August. 
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Publications generated during stay 
Holgersson, Marcus: The patent management trichotomy and strategic management: A 
conceptual exposé of patenting, publishing, and secrecy (under review). 

Aaboen, Lise, and Holgersson, Marcus: Technology Transfer Offices, Incubators, and 
Intellectual Property Management (under review). 

+ Work on additional not yet submitted articles and a book. 
 
Outcome and impact of visit 
All in all, my time at SCANCOR and Stanford has let me take part in a combination of 
highly interesting and relevant courses, seminars, discussions, and meetings that would 
probably not have been possible anywhere else. It has provided me with the time, the 
space, and the inspiration to focus on my research, while at the same time providing 
ample opportunities to discuss that research with highly knowledgeable researchers. 
Finally, through my stay at SCANCOR and Stanford I have experienced not only 
American research and American technology companies, but also American culture and 
American life more generally. It has been a truly amazing experience. 

             

  
 Lotta Hultin 
 Doctoral Scholar 
 Stockholm School of Economics 
 Lotta.hultin@phdstudent.hhs.se  
 January 14 – May 1 2015 

Research area and aspects I focused on while at SCANCOR 
My research focuses on technology, work and organization from a management studies 
perspective. In my PhD thesis I examine the role of technologies and, more broadly 
materiality, in the adoption and development of Lean management practices within the 
Swedish public sector. My thesis will consist of five articles with the same underlying 
ambition of moving beyond human centric approaches to study the dynamic and 
continuous struggle for agency, meaning and identity at the micro level of organizing. I 
use ethnographic data from field work at the Karolinska University Hospital in Stockholm 
and the Swedish Migration Board.  
 
During my stay at SCANCOR I focused on writing articles, networking with SCANCOR 
and Stanford researchers, particularily at the Center for Work, Technology and 
Organization, and attending seminars within my fields of interest. 

Mission/Expectation, specific projects, funding 
As I had just finished my data collection when I arrived at SCANCOR, my ambition was 
to present and discuss my data and my ideas with people at SCANCOR and at the 
Center for Work, Technology and Organization where several researchers work within 
my field of interest. The feedback I have received from renowned scholars has greatly 
facilitated my thesis process. 
 
My visit was funded through grants from Silfvèn scholarship fund. 
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Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
During my stay at Stanford I attended several lectures and seminars from different 
seminar series such as CISAC Social Science Seminar, Stanford Network forum, Social 
Science and Technology Seminar and WTO Colloquium.  
 
I attended the SCANCOR seminar series on Mondays as well as SCANCOR’s informal 
seminar series on Fridays where I also presented my own research in form of a revised 
article that is in the review process at Organization Studies.  
 
In addition I had the opportunity to speak to Stanford Scholars relevant to my work such 
as Steven Barley and Pamela J. Hinds who provided valuable feedback on my work in 
progress.   
 
Besides networking, presenting and discussing my research, I have attended seminars 
and lectures on diverse topics which have inspired me to look at my research from new 
angels and to think about potential future research projects.   
 
Publications generated during stay 
 
Hultin & Mähring (2015). Sociomaterial translations of Lean management - A case study 
at the Swedish Migration Board. Revision of an article for publication in Organization 
Studies 
 
Hultin & Introna (2015). Decentered, performative identity work at the Swedish Migration 
Board. Paper under review in Organization Studies. 
 
Hultin & Mähring (2015). The visual meaning of Lean – Sociomaterial sensemaking at 
the emergency ward. Paper under review in Human Relations. 
 
Outcome and impact of visit 
My stay at Stanford provided me the unique opportunity to present my search at 
SCANCOR and receive valuable feedback on my work in progress. Through 
participation in SCANCOR Monday and Friday seminar series as well as in other various 
seminars and lectures, I have sharpened my seminar skills. Networking with Stanford 
researchers also gave me valuable insights into the American research environment. 
Overall, I have truly enjoyed my visit to SCANCOR, both professionally and privately.  

             

 

 Ulrik Hvidman 
 Ph.D. Candidate (expected September 2015) 
 Dept of Political Science and Government, Aarhus University   
 and  SFI – The Danish National Centre for Social Research. 
 uhvidman@ps.au.dk 
 September 2, 2014 – February 28, 2015 

Research area and aspects I focused on while at SCANCOR 
My Ph.D. project focuses on the use of performance information in the public sector. The 
main objective of the project is to study whether the use performance measurement can 
improve public service provision. Moreover, I’m interested in the differences between 
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public and private organizations and whether effects of performance measurement are 
similar in public and private organizations. 

Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding 
The objective of my stay at SCANCOR was to improve the quality of my work by 
meeting and discussing my project with scholars at Stanford University and improve my 
methodological skills through participation in classes. During my stay at SCANCOR, I 
have worked mainly on the following two papers. 

Performance Management Paper: “Does Performance-based Funding affect Grading 
Behavior in upper-secondary Schooling?” This project studies the impact of 
performance-based funding in Danish high schools on teachers grading behavior. I have 
benefitted greatly from conversations with Professor Thomas Dee and doctoral students 
at Center for Education Policy Analysis (CEPA). 

Perception of Public Performance Paper: “The Perception of Public and Private 
Performance: Evidence from a Survey Experiment.” This project studies citizens’ 
perceptions of public performance. The unique interdisciplinary SCANCOR environment 
has given me the opportunity to exchange ideas with researchers from different fields 
within social science. SCANCOR scholars have contributed with valuable comments and 
suggestions. 

My visit is funded through the following grants:  

- Elite Research Travel Grant from the Danish Ministry of Higher Education 
(EliteForsk) 

- Travel grant from the Department of Political Science and Government, Aarhus 
University, Denmark. 

 

Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
During my stay, I have presented the two projects that I have been working on:  

- I presented the Performance Management Paper at the CEPA Tuesday seminar, 
November 18, 2014. 

- I presented the Perception of Public Performance Paper at the SCANCOR Friday 
seminar, November 21, 2014. 

 
Apart from the SCANCOR Monday and Friday seminars, I have participated in the 
following seminars. 

- (1) CEPA Tuesday seminar series led by Thomas Dee (EDUC 339: Advanced 
Topics in Quantitative Policy Analysis),  

- (2) CEPA Thursday seminar series led by Thomas Dee and others (EDUC 350X: 
Workshop on New Research), and  

- (3) Social Science and Technology Seminar with Raffaela Sadun, Harvard 
Business School “Managing the Family Firm: Evidence from CEOs at Work.” 

 

I have benefitted enormously from conversations with Professor Thomas Dee and 
Professor Sarah Soule. Moreover, I have had ongoing discussions with Ph.D. 
Candidates and postdocs at CEPA. Together with Professor Dee, I have just started 
working on a project that studies the impact of a Danish grading reform from 2008 that 
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introduced exogenous variations in high school students’ grade point averages. The 
objective of the project is to study how students respond to changes in the performance 
information (i.e., grades) that they receive. My research will benefit tremendously from 
further collaboration with Professor Dee. 

Stanford offers some of the most advanced courses in microeconometrics. I have had 
the opportunity to sit in Guido Imbens course “MGTECON 640: Quantitative Methods for 
Empirical Research” (Graduate School of Business). Professor Imbens is a leading 
scholar in the field of econometrics and participating in this class has improved my 
methodological skills significantly. 

Off-campus activities and other interactions 
I attended the Association for Public Policy and Management (APPAM) conference in 
Albuquerque, U.S., 6-8 November, 2014. At the conference I presented the paper “Does 
Performance-based Funding affect Grading Behavior in Upper-secondary Schooling?” 

 Publications generated during stay 
During my visit at SCANCOR, I have generated the following two papers: 

- Hvidman, Ulrik & Hans H. Sievertsen. 2014. “Does Performance-based Funding 
affect Grading Behavior in upper-secondary Schooling?”. Conference paper 
presented at APPAM, Albuquerque, U.S., 6-8 November, 2014. 
 

- Hvidman, Ulrik & Simon C. Andersen. 2014. “The Perception of Public and 
Private Performance: Evidence from a Survey Experiment.” Invited for revise and 
resubmit, Public Administration Review. 

 

Outcome and impact of visit 
I gratefully acknowledge the hospitality of SCANCOR. My stay at SCANCOR has 
challenged my ideas and increased the quality of my research significantly. Specifically, 
my research has benefitted from the interdisciplinary environment at SCANCOR, 
connections with scholars at Stanford, and participation in classes and seminars. 

             

 

   
 

Research area and aspects I focused on while at Scancor 
While being at Scancor I worked particularly on my (monograph) dissertation. I finalized 
the data analysis and wrote all the findings during my stay. Hence, I managed to reach 
the main goal of my stay when it comes to the dissertation. In addition to the monograph, 
I wrote two conference papers, making the whole stay a rather productive one. Also, as I 
am soon graduating, discussing my future employment with the fellow academics was 
fruitful and important for me. 

Sami Itani 

Doctoral Student 

Aalto University School of Business 
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August 8-December 18, 2015 
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However, most of all I feel that the visit to Scancor was important because now, as a 
young scholar, I got to see some real hard core professionals in action. Not to mention 
actually discussing with them about my own research. It has been insightful to see how, 
for example, one can provide excellent and constructive feedback in seminars. Also, 
having seen seminars held, for example, by leading scholars from business, sociology, 
and international relations, I have learned how to build an effective presentation and 
encapsulate the core arguments in an understandable and coherent manner. 

Naturally, I took the advantage of seeing Stanford University more broadly and attended 
differing events held at differing institutions. I had a chance to also explore arts and 
sports, and of course was excited to listen to a great variety of academic/cultural/political 
supers stars from Francis Fukyama to Al Gore. 

This was the first time for me visting an American university, and one of the top ones at 
that. It gave me perspectives to the way things are functioning (for good and for bad) for 
example back home in Finland. Also, I find it worth accentuating that socially and 
culturally this trip was also very fruitful for my family as I was here with my wife and our 
baby boy. 

Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding  
I believe that the vast knowhow this university – and SCANCOR – has on sociology was 
something I expected the most to see and learn here. This was particularly important to 
me, because my own research (ideological evolution of HRM from Critical Theory 
perspective) is rather about sociology than business of any kind, but back home our 
business school does not offer courses or seminars even from the intersection of 
business and sociology. At least that’s how I feel. Also in this sense, I have been 
remarkably privileged being here at SCANCOR, and the visit genuinely fulfilled all my 
(already high) expectations. 

Networking with SCANCOR scholars has also taught me a lot about academic work 
across Scandinavia (and other parts of Europe). I feel we have had a really friendly and 
caring community of scholars (not to mention the local staff!) this fall, and I’m sure I’ll 
keep in touch with them also after our return back home. 

My visit was funded through grants from HSE Foundation, Wihuri Foundation, and 
Liikesivistysrahasto/KAUTE foundation. 

Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
During my stay at Stanford University I took part in lectures and colloquia from different 
seminar series of the School of Education and the Graduate School of Business.  

I attended all (but one) of the SCANCOR seminars on Mondays as well as the 
SCANCOR informal seminars on Fridays, where I also introduced my research and 
received valuable feedback from my fellow scholars. 

I took advantage of Stanford’s large offering of extra-curricular activities, such as talks 
on current political topics or the courses of the Bechtel International Center. 

I received important, practical and out-of-the-box comments on my research as well as 
suggestions for future research and postdoc years. Thereby, the comments from people 
directly related to my field of research, but also from scholars with other scientific 
backgrounds, were an incredible help. 
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Outcome and impact of visit 
At Scancor I had for the first time in my (academic) career a genuine community, which 
made the visit socially very rewarding for me. At home people tend not to spend time at 
the office, and for example having lunch together rarely happens. I’ll try to take these 
great experiences back to my home institution. 
 
In addition, before the trip I (like all PhD students that are about to graduate) have been 
pondering about my professional future, and whether to continue my career in or outside 
academia. These experiences – and most of all the sincere and insightful people – here 
at SCANCOR have definitely pushed me towards working even harder to build a solid 
career in academia. This is something I was shyly hoping would happen here, but, 
frankly, was anything but sure about it coming true. 

I will remember Stanford and SCANCOR definitely for the rest of my career, and would 
love to contribute and give back to SCANCOR somehow in the future. Hence, alumni 
events will surely be on my agenda in the future, and in case any volunteer work for this 
institution is needed, I can guarantee I have time and interest to do anything that’s 
needed! 

             

 

 
  

Research area and aspects I focused on while at SCANCOR 
I study decision-making in universities from a historical perspective. I investigate the 
inception and formation of a university organization by looking at how the macro-level 
regulation as well as the micro-level organizational memory partakes in the decision-
making processes in one university board. I focus specifically on how the institution of 
the discipline within academia takes different form in different processes. 

While at SCANCOR I worked with my archival material and transformed a large part of it 
to the base of an empirical chapter. I have also worked with my theoretical framing within 
decision-making and organized anarchies since there is a lot of knowledge on this area 
at Stanford.  

Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding  
My mission with my stay was to transform my archival material to an empirical chapter. I 
also went to SCANCOR to meet other scholars with research interest within organization 
theory but also in other related fields. I went to network and learn about a different higher 
education system and its research culture.  

My visit was founded by a grant from Handelbankens research founds, the Tom 
Hedelius scholarship. 

Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
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I attended the internal SCANCOR workshops on Wednesdays where I also presented a 
paper titled "Free to decide - Two extracts from a yet unfinished monograph" that 
presented two different parts of my thesis draft, the overall framing as well as a 
theoretical discussion. 

I met with scholars at Stanford for example James G. March. I also had frutiful meetings 
with guests that came to visit, mainly former SCANCOR scholars visiting for a shorter 
time. Many of those conversations were very useful for the development of my thesis 
and espescially the theoretical parts within decision-making. 

Off-campus activities and other interactions 
I went to Berekely to meet professor Sheldon Rothblatt to talk about the higher 
education system in California, a visit that was very informative and brought additional 
insights about Stanford and SCANCOR as well.  

Publications generated during stay 
I have done advancement on my PhD thesis, a monograph with the working title 
‘Deciding on the discipline – a decision making approach to the inception and 
evolvement of universities’ 

I have also worked on a book chapter that I write together with Tina Hedmo, Uppsala 
University, which is to be published in 2016 in a book edited by Linda Wedlin, Uppsala 
University. Working title ‘Autonomi för vem och av vad? - Autonomidiskursens många 
ansikten’. 

Outcome and impact of visit 
I’ve accomplished my mission to develop the empirical parts of my thesis from my 
archival material. Apart from a meeting place for scholars SCANCOR is also a calm and 
nice workplace, which gets you away from the everyday duties at your home university. 
This means that the potential for ‘getting things done’ is very high, maybe especially 
during summer when Stanford and SCANCOR is a less intense place in terms of 
workshops, seminars and courses. I’ve also taken part in the opportunities of meeting 
other scholars here. The SCANCOR scholars gave me insights on my work from 
different part of the field of general business while Stanford faculty and other visitors 
provided me with discussions on my specific theoretical field. I’m going home with a 
more thorough theoretical framework than I had when I arrived. Since my empirical field 
is higher education it was fruitful to visit California, Stanford and Berkeley, which 
together with many other universities and colleges in California constitutes a different 
system than the Swedish one. This has opened up for comparisons to and new ways of 
think of the Swedish system and hence my empirical field. 
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Research area and aspects I focused on while at SCANCOR 

My primary research interest circles around understanding how digital technologies 
influence the way we organize and the way we work. Most recently I have investigated 
the concept of crowdsourcing by making in-depth analysis of digital platforms aiming to 
“crowd source”. Whilst at SCANCOR I have mostly being writing on one particular paper 
and subsequently been doing some empirical examinations that suddenly became 
possible. Furthermore I have prioritized networking, participating in various events etc, 
since Stanford/Silicon Valley/SF is the locus of much of the technological trends I find 
interesting. 

 

Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding 
I had two clear goals coming here: Advancing the one paper I am currently writing on 
and establishing contacts (either “empirical” or “theoretical”). Regarding the first goal I 
am close to ready to submit the paper (Crowdsourcing as sociomaterial valuation 
machinery) and regarding the second goal I am very satisfied: due to some luck-of-
context I managed to establish vital contacts within openIDEO, a company that is a 
corporate institution in my field. I have established two points of contacts (senior 
positions) within that company, that I will return to for future research. The stay at 
SCANCOR opened my eyes to academic field of valuation studies, which became a 
ground pillar in the above mentioned paper. 

Besides networking with the other Scancorians I have established contacts in the 
department of sociology and in the department of political science as well as the 
computer science department. 
 
My stay was funded by ”travel money” from my PhD School at CBS, from a Fulbright 
Scholarship and from various funds in Denmark (Oticon, Cowi, Otto Moensted, 
Augustinus foundation). 
 
Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
I have presented my work at (and attended) the SCANCOR Friday seminar. 

I have participated in some SCANCOR “open Monday” seminars. 

I have sat in on a couple of seminars in the sociology department. 

I have attended some Arrow Lectures. 

 
Off-campus activities and other interactions 
Thanks to fellow Scancorian Nhien Nguyen I have interacted with the Silicon Vikings. 

To a small degre (would have wanted more, but I never worked out in practice to set up 
a “real” meeting) I have interacted with Innovation Centre Denmark. 

Having received a Fulbright grant I have also participated in 3 Fulbright events, these 
were primarily of a more social character, but I have met one person, whom I possible 
will work with in the future. 
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Publications generated during stay 
Crowdsourcing as sociomaterial valuation machinery (2015); Kamstrup & Jacobsen; 
Work in progress 

 

Outcome and impact of visit 
Besides the outcome and impact sketched above it seems that I in some ways have 
reach a re-understanding of my collected project: Before arriving here I believed that 
“digital technologies” was the unifying/overlying term but since my stay here, I have 
more and more come to believe that the overlying term (if such one exists) is 
“organization of work”. I think this predominantly is due to my interactions with the work 
practices in the bay area and beyond.  

 

             

 

   

 
Research area and aspects I focused on while at SCANCOR 
My PhD project deals with barriers and facilitators for increasing animal welfare in broiler 
production. The empirical context I am working with is the organizational field of broiler 
production in Denmark. In order to obtain my PhD, I have to write four papers. During my 
stay I have mostly worked on the first one. Therefore, I have immersed myself into 
institutional logics, literature on definitions of animal welfare, problems with animal 
welfare in broiler production and of course my empirical data. Since I still had to 
transcribe and code most of my interview, many working hours were invested in this 
endeavor.  

 
Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding  
As described above, I was and am working on my first publications. My expectations for 
my stay at Stanford were that I could meet interesting people and get feedback and new 
influences to improve my work. These expectations were fulfilled.  

Approximately one third of my funding came from my department, for the remaining 
amount I applied for scholarships. I received two of them and the resulting amount was 
high enough to finance my stay. 

 
Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
On October 30th, I presented my first article “the blame game – institutional complexity in 
the broiler industry”.  

Martina Therese Kiehas 
Doctoral scholar 
Aarhus University, Dept of Management 
martinak@mgmt.au.dk 
September 17 – December 18, 2015 
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In addition to participating in the SCANCOR seminars, I also attended a workshop series 
for graduate students titled “Economic Sociology and Organizations”. A diverse 
collection of projects that sociology graduate students are working on was presented. It 
was particularly interesting for me to get insight into their workstyle. In addition, I 
attended a variety of presentations that are relevant for my work. For example, the 
center on food security and the environment hosted a presentation by Ertharin Cousin, 
the World Food Programme Executive Director. With all the seminars, other events at 
the University and my nice colleagues I quickly realized that this is an environment for 
individuals that enjoy to surround themselves with all kinds of intellectual stimulation. 

Off-campus activities and other interactions 
As I focused on my papers and campus life, I cannot report noteworthy off-campus 
activities. I have though interacted with visiting scholars at other departments who had a 
common research interest, i.e. food and sustainability. 

 
Publications generated during stay 
During my stay here, I have started my first paper (“the blame game”) from scratch. I will 
submit this paper very soon. In addition, I am in the middle of writing my second article 
and hope to submit it to a conference very soon. 

 
Outcome and impact of visit 
One difference between working at my home institution and working at SCANCOR is for 
sure the close contact to my colleagues I have enjoyed here. The bi-weekly seminars 
and the Friday wine social have supplied me with ample opportunity to get insight into 
what it is that the others are working on and of course also simply to have a casual chat.  

I think that living abroad for a few months is a value in itself, as it can broaden the 
horizon and enables one to enjoy new experiences. Other than work related events, I 
have also enjoyed to attend some literary readings and excellent sports facilities.  

             

 

 

Research area, mission/expectations and aspects that I focused on while at 
SCANCOR 
My research is related to a number of areas, all of which, to varying degrees, I focused 
on during my stay here at SCANCOR. My areas are: Management control, innovation 
and risk management; Accounting in inter-organisational relationships and networks in 
private and public organizations; Accounting in Sports organizations; Accounting and 
management control in public sector organizations and non-governmental organizations; 
Shareholder value orientation and management control in listed companies.  

     
    Kalle Kraus 
    Associate Professor  
    Accounting 
    Stockholm School of Economics 
     Kalle.kraus@hhs.se  
     https://www.hhs.se/en/person/?personId=11111033  
   Jan 1 - June 31, 2015 
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When planning for the visit my intention was to focus on how contemporary 
organizations use traditional management accounting techniques, such as capital 
investment evaluations, product costing calculations, transfer prices and budgets. The 
idea was to study Swedish and American companies. Unfortunately, access and 
research funding in Sweden proved to be difficult so the project could not continue as 
planned. Access to American companies was even harder. The research design was 
changed and we now study one industrial company in-depth and focus on cost 
engineering practices and risk management. This meant I worked a lot with this project 
during my stay as well as on other projects related to the abovementioned research 
areas. In addition I highly benefitted from networking with Scandinavian, European, 
Stanford and other US researchers. I was also able to visit our case company’s 
American business unit, which benefitted the cost engineering and risk management 
project.  
 
Funding 
My visit was funded through grants from the Sweden-America Foundation. I am highly 
grateful for this support.  
 
Presentations/interactions/seminars/courses at Stanford/off-campus activities etc 
During my stay at SCANCOR I took part in various types of activities all of which were 
really inspiring and important for me in the current stage of my research career. Below 
are some examples. 

 Various research seminar series, such as the SCANCOR seminars on Mondays 
and Fridays, the WTO colloquium, DFJ Entrepreneurial Thought Leaders Series. 
All seminars were very interesting and stimulating, specifically the seminars by 
Mike Lounsbury, Kathleen Eisenhardt and Love Börjeson were directly linked to 
my empirical and theoretical research interests. For instance, I got the 
opportunity to discuss the institutional logics perspective with Professor 
Lounsbury and get his views on one of my research projects, which uses this 
theoretical framing. These types of interactions are invaluable.  

 Various network events have been an important part of my stay to build contacts 
with practice and researchers. One example is the gathering of all Stanford 
people with Swedish associations in Wallenberg Hall.  

 I attended some of Accounting Professor George Foster’s classes on sports 
management and entrepreneurship. It was inspiring and educational to see how 
teachers here work and interact with the students, and how they thoroughly 
integrate guest speakers from practice into their teaching. I also had a personal 
meeting with Professor Foster to discuss my research within accounting and 
sports, an area where Professor Foster is one of the most well-known in the 
world.  

 Even though, as stated above, research access has been difficult, company visits 
have been a valuable source for obtaining more knowledge of the Silicon Valley 
business climate. A visit to Ericsson and a meeting with the managers of San 
José Sharks are two examples.  

 Other types of seminars than research seminars are frequently offered here at 
Stanford. These have been important and one such seminar I want to mention 
specifically. Shiza Shahid held a seminar where she discussed her work as a co-
founder and ambassador of the Malala Fund. It was very interesting to hear this 
young social entrepreneur describe her work and the choices she made.  

 
Publications generated during my stay 
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 Carlsson-Wall, M., Kraus, K., Lund, M., & Sjögren, E (in press), “Accounting talk 
through metaphorical representations – change agents and organisational 
change in home-based elderly care”, European Accounting Review. DOI: 
10.1080/09638180.2014.992921. 
 

 Carlsson-Wall, M., Kraus, K., & Lind, J (2015), “Strategic management 
accounting in close inter-organisational relationships”, Accounting and Business 
Research, Vol. 45, pp. 27-54. 

 

 Kraus, K., Håkansson, H., & Lind, J (2015), “The marketing-accounting interface 
– problems and opportunities”, Industrial Marketing Management. 

 

 Carlsson-Wall, M., & Kraus, K (2015), “Opening the black box of the role of 
accounting practices in the fuzzy front-end of product innovation. Industrial 
Marketing Management, 46, 3-10. 

 
Outcome and impact of visit 
My six-month stay at SCANCOR has contributed greatly to my research projects and it 
has helped me to develop my research skills in a fantastic research environment. 
Discussing theoretical ideas and empirical findings with other SCANCOR scholars and 
with Professors such as Mike Lounsbury and George Foster has been of great value for 
me when writing academic papers aiming for the top accounting journals. In the current 
stage of my academic career it is very important to build an international network of 
distinguished scholars and also to learn from more experienced researchers how to write 
papers for the top journals. In addition, by attending Stanford classes I have received 
inspiration and new ways of teaching, something of value for the students and the 
executives that I teach in Sweden. Finally, I have been able to focus on research in a 
really inspiring environment and a number of current projects and initiatives have 
resulted from my stay here at SCANCOR. These are listed below.  
 

 Management control in pulsating organisations – a case study of sporting events. 
Together with Martin Carlsson-Wall and Louise Karlsson. Submitted to 
Management Accounting Research. Status: revise and resubmit 

 Performance measurement systems and the dynamic relationship between 
different institutional logics: Insights from a football organization. Together with 
Martin Carlsson-Wall and Martin Messner. Submitted to Management Accounting 
Research. Status: revise and resubmit 

 The interactive relationship between ideological control and formal management 
control systems – a case study of an Indian non-governmental organisation. 
Together with Cecilia Kennergren and Amelie von Unge. Submitted to 
Accounting, Organizations and Society. Status: revise and resubmit 

 Multi-technology new product development, bricolage and control mechanisms – 
a case study of ABB Robotics. Together with Martin Carlsson-Wall and Johnny 
Lind. Submitted to Research Policy. Status: with editor 

 Accounting, internal/inter-firm dynamics and power – a case study of the 
Ericsson-Vodafone relationship. Together with Torkel Strömsten. Submitted to 
Management Accounting Research. Status: revise and resubmit 

 Risk management – the logic of non-predictive control. Together with Martin 
Carlsson-Wall. Working paper 
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 Management accounting change – a change recipient perspective. Together with 
Julian Bafera, Martin Carlsson-Wall and Andree Hirsch. Working paper 

 
 
             

Juho Lindman 

Juho Lindman, Hanken School of Economics 
Assistant Professor of Information Systems  
Department of Management and Organization 
juho.lindman@hanken.fi, http://www.hanken.fi/staff/jlindman/ 
May 15 - August 31, 2015 

Research area and aspects I focused on while at SCANCOR 
I was a returning visiting scholar. My first visit was during the summer of 2012. The 
second time proved to be as productive as the first visit and I am quite satisfied with the 
results. 

In more detail, I have been working on two research areas of Information Systems at 
SCANCOR: 1) open data (esp. in classroom setting) and 2) open source software 
production. The first is a new research venue and the second continues my ongoing 
work. In addition, I have been able to work on my papers in review process as well as 
submitted several initial submissions. 

My mission to visit SCANCOR was related to building new links as well as extending the 
existing ones. I focused on my current working papers in addition to visiting the relevant 
conferences. SCANCOR was an obvious choice not only because of the high-quality 
organizational focus of research, but also because of its location at the heart of the 
Silicon Valley.  

Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding  
I estimate that about half of my time was used on starting the open data research area 
and about half on continuing my ongoing efforts. I pivoted from my initial idea of focusing 
on Open Data in a classroom setting to research Open Data usage in general and as 
something which serves as raw material for service design. 

I was able to submit several papers to conferences, finished three initial journal 
submissions (publications pending) and finished two article review processes to 
publication.  

I also presented my working paper, Wikipedia lurking, in the SCANCOR seminar.  The 
details of the papers are in what follows. These, along other on-going collaborations 
helped to build a research network around the topic area of Open (i.e. Open Source, 
Open Data) in Information Systems. 

My visit was funded through grants from the Liikesivistysrahasto and the Hanken 
Foundation. 

Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
I attended SCANCOR’s informal seminar series on Fridays, where I also introduced my 
research in form of a newly started research paper on the background of Open Data, 
which was submitted to a journal (Journal of AIS) after the proposed revisions of the 

mailto:juho.lindman@hanken.fi
http://www.hanken.fi/staff/jlindman/
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seminar. I received excellent comments on my research as well as suggestions on how 
to use my data for further papers and additional research. I received comments from 
people directly related to my field of research and from scholars with other scientific 
backgrounds.  

I participated in the course organized by the Lytics Lab as well as some of the initial 
summer meetings of the group. 

I continued my participation of several activities organized by the Brown Institute for 
Media Innovation (School of Engineering). I participated in the presentations of the bi-
coastal teams and offered feedback to the teams. 

I participated as invited expert to give feedback to Stanford student teams of the 
d.school course CS377E, Engelbart's Unfinished Legacy: Designing Solutions for Global 
Grand Challenges by Professor James Landay on June 2nd. I also discussed my 
research over coffee with Christina Engelbart, the director of the Douglas Engelbart 
Institute (located in SRI International) and Wired-columnist Jeff Howe (coiner of the term 
Crowdsourcing). 

I visited, and offered feedback to, students on their poster presentations at Design 
Innovation (ME310) 3rd of June. Several of the teams where from Aalto University. I also 
discussed related themes with Joona Kurikka from Cern (Geneva) who was currently 
setting up an Innovation Design space in Switzerland. 

A University of Gothenburg/Chalmers engineering design student team was working on 
Open Data and visited Stanford. I provided counsel for the team. 

I also visited the Institute for the Future May 20 presentation series Peer-to-Peer 
Browsing & the Internet We Build Next (BitTorrent CEO Eric Klinker). 

I visited Singularity University’s lecture series The Future of Virtual Reality on the 26.8. 

Additionally, I took advantage of Stanford’s large offering of extra-curricular activities, 
such as talks on current political topics and (local) software industry. 

 
Off-campus activities and other interactions 
I attended the Collective Intelligence Conference 2015 in Santa Clara (31.5.-2.6.2015, 
https://sites.lsa.umich.edu/collectiveintelligence/) organized by university of Michigan 
and OpeSYM2015 in San Francisco 19-20.8.2015 (http://www.opensym.org). 

Accepted tracks 

2016, Track chair, HICSS-46: Minitrack Open Data Services (in Decision Analytics, 
Mobile Technologies and Service Science track) 

2016, Track chair, European Conference of Information Systems (in General IS topics) 

2015 Organizer European Conference of Software Supported Work (in Track Examining 
the Essence of the Crowds: Motivations, Roles and Identities) 

Editorial 
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2016 Associate Editor, Special Issue Openness and Information Technology, Journal of 
Information Technology 

Publications generated during stay 
I have worked on revisions, advancements and new work on journal submissions, 
conference papers and book chapters.  

I worked on several blog posts and opinion pieces during my stay. 

Journal papers 

Lindman, J., Kinnari, T & Rossi, M. (2015). ’ Business Roles in the Emerging Open-Data 
Ecosystem’ IEEE Software 
Lindman, J (2015). 'Open Access: A Cause, but not the Cause'. Communications of the 
Association for Information Systems, vol 37, no. 1. 

Laakso, M and Lindman, J. (Submitted). ’ The state of Open Access in Information 
Systems (2010-2014) ’ Information Systems Research  

Eranti, V and Lindman, J. (Submitted). ’Social media and autonomous individual 
campaigners - Citizen engagement in the Finnish presidential election 2012’. European 
Journal of Communication. 

Lanamäki, A. and Lindman, J. (Submitted) Group Emergence and Group Continuity as 
Effects of Generative Role-Taking in Online Communities. Journal of AIS. 

Lanamäki, A and Nykänen, M and Lindman, J (To be submitted) Regulation of social 
media collaboration . New Media & Society 

Lindman, J. (To be submitted) Open Source Software Production as organising vision. 
Information Technology and People 

Conferences 

Lindman, J. (Accepted). Investigating the Free/Libre Open Source Software Commons in 
Commercial Organizations. ICIS2015. 

Working papers 

Open source in 3d printing. With R. Ballardini (Dept. of commercial Law, Hanken) 

Online lurking and Open educational resources With SCANCOR Fellow Dr. M. Paukku , 
Stanford 

Other things 

I was able to secure a new job while at SCANCOR! I will start in the beginning of 2016 
as  Associate Senior Lecturer (Tenure-track) at the University of Gothenburg/Chalmers 
in Gothenburg, Sweden. The position is located in the IT Department. 

I was nominated to KAUTE foundation, Board of the Fund on Digitalization.  

 
Outcome and impact of visit 
SCANCOR provided me an opportunity to focus on my on-going research and start a 
new avenue of research as well as to network with other researchers who share my 
interests in organizations. The different talks and visits built my networks in ways that 
would have not been possible without SCANCOR. Silicon Valley provided a rich set of 
interactions to someone with my interests.  
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I have also started a collaboration based on these interactions to build a new research 
project on Open data services and another one on Open access usage between 
different Nordic universities.  

             

   
  

 

Research area and aspects I focused on while at SCANCOR 
My research area is Management Accounting, where I for my PhD dissertation focus on 
the rise of Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) in organizations. I am specifically 
interested in finding out how ERM-practices develop over time and become 
institutionalized in organizations and how ‘ERM-functions manage to influence decision-
makers to make ERM integrated with decision- and business processes in organizations. 
My PhD dissertation consists of three papers, a literature review, a case study on how 
ERM-functions gain influence with decision-makers and a case study on how multiple 
actors are involved in developing the ERM-practice within an organization over time. 
During my time at Stanford I have worked on all three papers. 

Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding  
I am in my third year of PhD studies, and most of the data collection was done before I 
came to Stanford. During my stay I started with writing up the empirics, before I turned to 
diving into possible theoretical angels. I had decided to use organizational and 
institutional theory, and was specifically interested in learning more about these 
theoretical frameworks. I was hoping to find either classes or seminars specifically 
focusing on institutional theory, however, this did not turn out as hoped. However, I did 
have the opportunity to discuss institutional theory both with Stanford scholars as well as 
with other Scandinavian researchers. 

My visit was funded through grants from different sources at the Norwegian School of 
Economics (NHH funds, the Department of Tax, Accounting and Auditing and from the 
Beyond Budgeting research project) 

 
Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
I attended the SCANCOR seminar series on Mondays as well as the SCANCOR’s 
informal seminar series on Fridays. I also took part in seminars at the Center for Work, 
Technology & Organization and attended Standford Breakfast briefing seminars.  

In addition, I had the great opportunity to speak to scholars relevant to my work, such as 
Mary Ann Glynn, from Boston College who provided inspiring ideas on how to integrate 
sensemaking and institutional theory related to my case study. Michael Lounsbury’s 
seminar on institutional logics was also very contributing. 

Anita Meidell 

PhD Student 

Norwegian School of Economics, Department of Tax, 

Accounting and Auditing 

anita.meidell@nhh.no 

January 1 - June 30, 2015 

mailto:anita.meidell@nhh.no
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I received valuable comments on my research when presenting on SCANCOR’s Friday 
seminar. However, most valuable has been the informal discussions with other 
SCANCOR scholars, either related to management accounting research, theoretical 
approaches, methods for how to conduct qualitative research, or practical help with how 
to search for relevant literature to my literature review.  

 
Off-campus activities and other interactions 
I attended a company visit to Ericsson, hosted by the Swedish-American Chamber of 
Commerce San Francisco/Silicon Valley. 

Publications generated during stay 
Substantial advancement of my all three papers in my PhD thesis.  

The first paper, the literature review for my PhD dissertation was conducted at Stanford: 

Meidell, A: A review and discussion on the institutionalization of ERM: Achievements 
and future directions 

The second paper was sent to British Accounting Review before coming to Stanford. 
During my stay we got the opportunity to revise the paper, and revisions were conducted 
at Stanford. 

Meidell, A. and Kaarbøe, K: How enterprise risk management function influence 
decision-making in the organization– a field study of a non-financial company.  

For the third paper I had the opportunity to work on the empirical and theoretical 
sections. 

Meidell, A: Institutional work and embedded agency: The institutionalization of Enterprise 
Risk Management in a non-financial organization  

Outcome and impact of visit 
My visit to SCANCOR has been especially valuable when it comes to networking with 
other Scandinavian researchers, both in terms of good discussions at Stanford, but also 
the opportunities this open up for further collaboration in the future.  

Research presented in the SCANCOR seminar series are very diverse when it comes to 
research area, theoretical and methodological approaches, and some presentations 
resonated more than others to my own work. However, what I gained valuable 
experience from was first how experienced researchers presented their research and 
secondly, what kind of comments and questions came from the audience. This have 
made me more aware of how I conduct my own research, and especially how I am able 
to present the red thread from what the research is about, why is it interesting, how do I 
conduct the research, and what is the contribution.  
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Research area and aspects I focused on while at SCANCOR 

During the last decades, social service sectors in many welfare states have undergone a 
marketization process. In my dissertation I study what implications these market reforms 
have for the governance of publicly funded social service sectors. In particular, I am 
interested in how quality-monitoring techniques in the Nordic welfare model change 
when choice systems are implemented. I am writing a compilation thesis consisting of 
four articles. During my time at SCANCOR I primarily worked on completing the second 
article of my dissertation, which will be submitted before the end of my stay. The great 
libraries at Stanford has also enabled me access to literature and sources needed to 
initiate the work with my third article.  

Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding  
I had two main objectives with my stay at SCANCOR. First of all it would give me the 
opportunity to work on my dissertation and second I would be able to network with 
Scandinavian and Stanford researchers as well as getting to know the American 
research culture. During my months at SCANCOR I have met many knowledgeable 
people and have had interesting discussions about my own projects and the research 
conducted by the other SCANCORians. In addition, I have foremost worked on a project 
in which I analyze whether market reforms like contracting out and user choice challenge 
the universality of the eldercare systems in Sweden, Denmark, Finland and Norway. I 
have also initiated a project focusing on how marketization, through an increased 
reliance on inspections and auditing, affect the professionalization of different welfare 
occupants. My visit at SCANCOR was funded through Thuns travel grant, awardee by 
Uppsala University.  

Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
During my stay at Stanford University I took part in different seminar series of the 
Graduate School of Business and the Political Science Department. I also attended the 
SCANCOR seminar series on Mondays as well as SCANCOR’s informal seminar series 
on Fridays, where I also presented an article manuscript titled marketization of Nordic 
eldercare – are the models still universal? During this presentation I received invaluable 
comments on my research and method. I also took advantage of Stanford’s large 
offering of extra-curricular activities, such as talks on current political topics.  

Off-campus activities and other interactions 
No relevant activities to report 

Publications generated during stay 
Paper accepted for publication in Journal of European Social Policy titled: User choice in 
Swedish eldercare - conditions for informed choice and enhanced service quality  

Linda Moberg 
PhD Candidate  
Uppsala University/Department of 
Government 
linda.moberg@statsvet.uu.se 
January 17 – June 6   

 

mailto:linda.moberg@statsvet.uu.se
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Paper submitted to Social Policy and Administration titled: Marketization in Nordic 
eldercare – is the model still universal? 

Outcome and impact of visit 
My five months at SCANCOR provided me with an invaluable opportunity to work with 
my dissertation and to network with other researchers from Scandinavia and Stanford. In 
addition, I got to experience American research culture and improve my presentation 
and seminar participation skills.  

             

 

 
 
      
   

 

 

Research area and aspects I focused on while at SCANCOR 
The research interests I focused on while at SCANCOR were organizational behavior, 
innovation management and learning from experience, especially learning from failure in 
innovation activities. Silicon Valley is synonymous with innovation, and there is hardly a 
better place than Stanford for discussing, observing and contemplating learning behavior 
in innovation activities. 

 
Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding  
My main mission in coming to Stanford was to establish personal connections that could 
be of help in refining the research ideas I am working on in my PhD dissertation. My 
dissertation consists of four papers revolving around the topics of how organizations fail 
to learn from failure and how they in fact learn from experience. 

During my stay I got tremendously insightful feedback from my fellow SCANCORians. 
The seminars related to my research that I attended at Stanford also helped me develop 
the ideas in my papers to a higher level. 

My visit was funded by Norges tekniske høgskoles fond and Forsknings- og 
undervisningsfondet i Trondheim. 

 
Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
I presented my conceptual paper “Learning from failure: The impact of size” on Friday, 4 
Dec. 2015 in the CERAS building, Graduate School of Education, room 123. The 
presentation formed part of the series of SCANCOR seminars on Mondays and Fridays 
that I have participated in on a weekly basis.  

I am grateful to have had enlightening discussions with Professor James G. March and 
Professor Jeffrey Pfeffer on organizational learning. Talking with them gave me a great 
deal of fresh inspiration and motivation for working on my papers. 

Minh Thu Nhien Nguyen 
PhD Candidate 
Norwegian University of Science and Technology 
(NTNU) 
nhien.nguyen@iot.ntnu.no 
October 5 – December 20, 2015 
https://www.ntnu.edu/innovation/norsi-pims/nhien-
nguyen 

 

     

 

mailto:nhien.nguyen@iot.ntnu.no
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During my stay at Stanford I have attended many seminars that have enriched my 
thoughts and research experience, especially in the field of innovation management. To 
name a few: 

- “Failure and the Decision-making process” seminar –The Stanford Resilience 
Project – Oct. 5 

- “Leadership BS” – book talk by Jeffrey Pfeffer – Oct. 14 
- “Life Art Science Technology” festival – Oct. 16 
- “StartX Campus Demo Day” – Oct. 17 
- “Capital in the 21st Century” – talk by Thomas Piketty – Oct. 23 

 
I have appreciated the wide range of extra-curricular activities that Stanford has offered. 
I have attended several talks on current political topics, such as “The Global Impact of 
Russia's Political and Economic Situation” (by Vladimir Milov - Nov. 2) and “Europe at 
the Crossroads” (by General Philip M. Breedlove – Nov. 9), organized by Stanford 
Global Studies Division. 

I also attended the “Contemplation by Design” week at Stanford, organized by the Health 
Improvement program. I especially enjoyed the “Walking meditation and contemplation” 
on Nov. 5. 

The impact of all these activities is three-fold. My discussions with influential scholars in 
my research field helped me develop my papers. The seminars and events I attended 
gave me new ideas related to innovation and entrepreneurship and also provided me 
with insights into current affairs in the economic and political sphere. Last but not least, I 
learned how to be healthy and happy even while leading a busy lifestyle. 

 
Off-campus activities and other interactions 
Living in the Bay Area in general and Silicon Valley in particular has allowed me to 
experience the unique dynamism of this corner of the world. I have attended many 
wonderful events that have helped me understand why innovation and entrepreneurship 
are so pervasive here and why the Silicon Valley model is so difficult to imitate. I’d like to 
list some of the events here: 

- Bay Area Vietnamese-American Entrepreneurs get-together at Airbnb 
headquarters – Oct. 15 

- Meeting with the Vietnamese Ambassador to the U.S. in San Francisco – Oct. 18 
- “Founder World 2015” – San Francisco’s Largest Startup Conference – Oct. 27, 

28 
- “Emerging management models for entrepreneurship and innovation” – 

SiliconVikings event at Nokia – Oct. 27 
- “Facebook Start San Francisco 2015” – Oct. 28  
- “Nordic Innovation House’s first birthday” – Oct. 29 
- Lunch at Google, hosted by Viet-Anh Nguyen, a senior software engineer 

working at Google Play – Nov. 5 
 

I was fortunate to live together with many talented people while staying in San Francisco 
and Palo Alto. Many interesting discussions on innovation and entrepreneurship took 
place between me and Vu Van, an MBA alumna from Stanford who is the CEO and co-
founder of ELSA and the Vietseed Foundation. I am also grateful to have been a part of 
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EcoMagic Inc. and participated in their community work (watering oak trees on the 
Stanford Dish hill, delivering food from a farmers’ market to the Food Bank for the poor, 
etc.). These are invaluable experiences that will stay with me for life.  

 
Publications generated during stay 
During my stay I have revised and developed the following working papers, which are 
intended to form my PhD dissertation: 

Nguyen, N. & Sætre, A.S. (2015), Learning from failure: The impact of size (Work in 
progress) 

Nguyen, N. (2015), Utilizing failure: How problem setting at the crucial event affects 
organizational learning from failure (Early draft) 

Nguyen, N. (2015), Being ambidextrous can backfire: The case of a Norwegian energy 
company (Early draft) 

Nguyen, N. (2015), Failure in innovation: A literature review (Work in progress) 

At the same time I have also been advising three Master’s students at NTNU on their 
Master’s project titled “Middle managers’ role in facilitating innovation transfer at the 
global context”. 
 

Outcome and impact of visit 
My time at SCANCOR opened my mind to many new ideas and possibilities. As a 
scholar, I have learned a lot from my colleagues and top researchers in the field. I have 
benefited immensely from their feedback and feel deeply grateful for their commitment of 
time and effort. As a person, I have become more dynamic and learned how to seize 
opportunities when they come. 

One unique opportunity only SCANCOR could give me was the chance to discuss my 
research in person with Professor James G. March, who gave me invaluable feedback. 
This experience greatly boosted my motivation and inspiration for doing research. 

As far as networking is concerned, I had the opportunity to organize the “Academia-
Industry get-together” on Dec. 4 with Eilif Trondsen and Mitchell L. Stevens. This 
meeting was aimed at enabling stronger interaction between academic researchers and 
practitioners. We SCANCORians received much useful information and, especially, 
important connections with The Bridge Organizations (VINNOVA, Innovation Norway, 
Innovation Denmark, Tekes, Finpro, Silicon Vikings, Enterprise Estonia). This was the 
first time all these organizations got together to explore possibilities for collaboration. 
The signs are promising that future SCANCORians will benefit. 
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Research area and aspects I focused on while at Scancor 
My research interests lie in issues relating to strategy and information systems (e.g. 
financial accounting, management control, production control). I am particularly 
interested in understanding the role of (accounting) information systems in formulating 
and implementing strategies. While at Scancor I focused on the connection between 
financial accounting regulation and the control and organization of banks. In this regard 
my main interest is on the interaction between regulation on various aspects of banking 
activity such as bank strategy, management control systems and financial reporting.  

Mission / expectation, specific projects, funding 
My focus on accounting in banks is a result of research initiative by Anna-Karin 
Stockenstrand and myself funded by the Swedish Research Council and the Jan 
Wallander and Tom Hedelius Foundation, as well as the Tore Browaldh Foundation. The 
mission and expectation of my visit was to write a completely new paper based on a 
case study of the relationship between financial accounting and management control in 
a large Swedish bank. In addition I expected to work on some other writing projects that 
are in different modes of completion. Funding for my visit to Scancor was generously 
granted by the Jan Wallander and Tom Hedelius Foundation, as well as the Tore 
Browaldh Foundation. Sabbatical leave was granted by Uppsala University.    

Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
I presented the working paper “The relationship between financial accounting and 
management control: Preliminary findings from a case study of a Swedish bank” at two 
occasions. The first presentation was at the Friday seminar series in which the 
introduction, theoretical foundations and the research design was discussed. The 
second presentation was at the Monday seminar series in which case presentation, 
analyses and conclusions was discussed. Besides being an active participant at the 
Monday and Friday seminars I took the opportunity to participate in other seminars and 
talks (e.g. Mitchell Stevens, Woody Powell, Jeffrey Pfeffer).  

Participating in these activities, especially the Scancor seminars, has specifically 
contributed to further refine the paper I have been working on during my visit. At a more 
general level I believe that the interaction with other scholars has improved my way of 
presenting research results and argue them through as well as how to develop and 
present a suitable research design. Being exposed to the ideas and suggestions from 
talented people from other research traditions has also made me aware of the strengths 
and weaknesses of the research I am conducting. 

Publications generated during the stay 
The most prominent output of the stay is a complete working paper reporting on a case 
study of accounting and control in a large Swedish bank (title can be found above). With 
some additions and further refinement I consider it ready for submission to an 
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international conference and / or workshop. Following that I will submit the paper to a 
suitable accounting journal. In addition I have initiated two new article projects with two 
of my Ph.D. candidates (one co-authored with Crawford and one co-authored with 
Grant) as well as been working on an edited volume on strategy and management 
control written in Swedish (co-edited with Petri and Westelius). 

Outcome and impact of visit 
It is highly useful but also difficult to plan ahead of a visit like this one. Even though I 
strongly believe in planning you must also be open to new influences and opportunities. 
For me I reached most of my objectives. It was especially important for me to make 
progress in the project on accounting and control in banks and I believe that objective 
was achieved. More important however is the possibility given to me of being part of 
group of very dedicated and professional scholars at Scancor. I have learnt a lot from 
them which I believe has made me a better scholar. To do research in an academic 
environment like Stanford is also a very exciting experience in itself. Last, but not least 
important, the visit has provided me with the opportunity to get to know new friends and 
colleagues.      

                

     
                   

          

Research area and aspects I focused on while at SCANCOR 
My research is within IT and Learning Design, specifically the effectiveness of online 
courses in improving teaching. My academic focus while at Stanford has been twofold; 
Sharpening by understanding of online education and grasping the main trends and 
issues in the field of teacher professional development. My dissertation bridges these 
two areas as it aims to understand the opportunities in and limitations of online teacher 
professional development.  

Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding  
Stanford researchers conduct cutting edge research within online education, specifically 
by using big data from massive open online courses (MOOCs). This research is key to 
my dissertation. Therefore, I joined the multi-disciplinary research group, Lytics. Apart 
from the weekly meetings, I have had individual discussions with most of the Lytics 
professors, post docs and graduate students on topics like machine learning, qualitative 
research methodologies, survey questions and learning theories. Prof. Keith Devlin, the 
director of H-STAR has also provided great mentorship to my work on educational 
technologies. 

Equally fascinating research is conducted within teacher professional development at 
the Graduate School of Education. My conversations with prof. Hilda Borko, Prof. Janet 
Carlson, Dr. Florencia Zaccarelli, Prof. Brigid Barron, Prof. Arnetha Ball, Prof. Thomas 
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Dee and numerous bright graduate students and Post docs from the GSE has brought 
new perspectives to my research in a way that I would not have thought possible in any 
other place. I was also invited to join the PractiSe research group headed up by Prof. 
Jonathan Osbourne. I could only join once due to my departure, but just this one 
meeting gave me a much better understanding of for instance observation protocols. 
Several of the above researchers have volunteered to review my coming publications 
and encouraged future collaboration.    

My visit was funded by the Danish Ministry of Higher Education and Science, The KATA 
Foundation and grants from the Augustinus Foundation and Knud Højgaard’s 
Foundation. 
 

Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
During my stay at Stanford, I have presented my work at SCANCOR, in classes (see 
below), at Lytics and at the Center to Support Excellence on Teaching (CSET).  

Apart from the SCANCOR seminars, I took part in multiple lectures, presentations and 
expos such as LDT Expo 2015, Sherif Halawa’s Oral PhD Examination, Media X 
interactive game series etc. 

I completed the course ‘Oral presentation for graduate students’ with Prof. Doree Allen. 
Doree and I have met several times and she has coached me personally on my 
presentations at Stanford. 

I also audited the course ‘Technology Entreprenuership’ with Prof. Thomas Kosnik. I 
acted as mentor to the class providing advice and guidance on business ideas.   

I was also so fortunate to have my Danish supervisor, Prof. Rikke Ørngreen work with 
me here at SCANCOR for a week during my stay. This helped me tremendously in 
integrating the new knowledge gained at Stanford with the requirements form my home 
university. 

 
Off-campus activities and other interactions 
I have had the great pleasure to meet with experienced EdTech entrepreneurs and 
companies, such as Dr. Eilif Trondsen (SRI, Silicon Vikings), Sunil Maulik (Mylo 
solutions, Innovation House) and managers at Udemy (online course provider) several 
times. I have joined Edsurge’s Edtech un-conference, pitch nights, completed a General 
Assembly course ‘coding for beginners’, and joined most of the Silicon Vikings events – 
just to mention a few. 

Publications generated during stay 
My dissertation research has progressed a lot during my stay and the overwhelming 
amount of feedback I have received on my work is guiding the writing of my next journal 
article to be completed upon my return to Denmark.  

Outcome and impact of visit 
I feel incredible fortunate to have been given this change to harvest the profound 
knowledge and experience of some of the world’s best researchers and professionals at 
Stanford University and in Silicon Valley. The network this adventure has given me, will 
substantially improve my academic productions and professional carrier. Due to this 
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wonderful experience, I am looking into post doc opportunities at Stanford, ideally with 
SCANCOR. Hence, I hope the adventure is ‘to be continued’. 

A special thank you to Annette Eldredge and Prof. Mitchell Stevens for all your help and 
guidance.  

             

   
                   

 

 

Research area and aspects I focused on while at SCANCOR 
In my research I investigate the internationalization of small and medium sized 
biotechnology firms. Thereby I put a strong focus on investigating how 
interorganizational networks impact and drive internationalization patterns of small and 
medium sized biotechnology firms.  

My PhD thesis consists currently of three essays investigating the above topic from 
different levels of analysis.  

Additionally, I have a strong interest in research relating to efficient knowledge transfer 
between universities and industry actors.  

My mission to visit SCANCOR encompassed working on my PhD thesis while 
networking with SCANCOR and Stanford researchers, getting in-depth insights into the 
American research culture, and learning more about the world famous mechanisms 
Stanford applies to transfer and exchange knowledge with industry actors.  

 
Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding  
During my stay I was able to finish the final round of a revise and resubmit that was 
finally accepted for publication in the Journal of International Business Studies.  

I was furthermore able to substantially revise another paper which I will submit to the 
respective target journal soon. This latter revision was clearly influenced by the valuable 
and informed feedback I received when presenting my work during the SCANCOR 
Friday Seminar.  

Moreover I was able to work on and update my database. 

Attending the SCANCOR Monday Seminar, the SCANCOR Friday Seminar, the Social 
Science and Technology Seminar, as well as participating in the Network Forum allowed 
me to gain further insights into specific topics related to my own research and discuss 
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these questions with established researchers in these fields. These were clearly 
opportunities only enabled by my stay at SCANCOR/ Stanford.  

My visit was funded through grants from the German Academic Exchange Service 
(Deutscher Akademischer Austauschdienst (DAAD)) and supported by my home 
institution.  

 
Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
During my stay at Stanford University I took part in certain lectures and seminar series 
such as the statistics course Survival Analysis, the SCANCOR Friday Seminar, the 
SCANCOR Monday Seminar, the Social Science and Technology Seminar, and the 
Network Forum.  

Presenting my paper “Consequences of early internationalization - R&D networks as a 
driver of international M&D alliances in biotech“ during the SCANCOR Friday Seminar 
offered me to receive valuable comments as well as suggestions on how to improve the 
respective piece of work, use my data for further papers, and additional research. 
Thereby, it was not only valuable to receive comments from people directly involved in 
similar research questions and with similar scientific backgrounds, but from a broader 
and more diverse audience as well.   

Additionally I attended selected speeches held in the course of other seminar series, and 
I had the great opportunity to speak to Stanford scholars relevant to my work, such as 
Woody Powell, who provided inspiring ideas. Moreover, staying in Stanford allowed me 
to get in touch and discuss my research with scholars such as Angelika Lindstrand that 
work on related topics and were currently based at Stanford. 

I also took advantage of Stanford’s large offering of extra-curricular activities, such as 
inter alia speeches of Peter Singer (organized by the Stanford Center on Philanthropy 
and Civil Society), Douglas Kirkland (organized by the Stanford Arts Institute), a 
conversion of compassion with Jeff Weiner (sponsored by the Center for Compassion 
and Altruism Research and Education), or Jimmy Wales @ Stanford (organized by 
SENSA - Stanford Social Entrepreneurial Students' Association).  
 

Publications generated during stay 
Final round of revision for the following paper: 

Oehme, M., & Bort, S. 2015. SME internationalization modes in the German 
biotechnology industry: The influence of imitation, network position, and international 
experience. Journal of International Business Studies, advance online publication 16 
April 2015. doi:10.1057/jibs.2015.8 

 
Outcome and impact of visit 
SCANCOR provided me the opportunity to connect to and network with other 
researchers who share my research interest, work in related research fields, and those 
that can be considered experts in selected topics relevant for my research. Discussions 
of my own and others research during the Stanford seminars with e.g. Woody Powell 
and Angelika Lindstrand (a former SCANCOR scholar who has a strong interest in 
networks in the biotechnology industry as well), as well as my fellow SCANCOR 
researchers were especially fruitful. Indeed, I think the interdisciplinary approach 
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oftentimes observable in the different seminars (attendance of scholars with different 
and quite diverse research backgrounds) was of great value to come up with new ideas 
and perspectives on certain research questions – or even approaches on how to tackle 
these.  

 
             

    

  

Research area and aspects I focused on while at SCANCOR 
My focus during the stay at Stanford were twofold. During my first period, I focused on 
writing and presenting two articles on leadership and decision making in teams together 
with my colleague from Norway, Kenneth Stålsett. After the seminars in May we used 
the feedback we got to rewrite the articles and get them closer to publication. My second 
focus were on how the power industry in California, which is the same as I am looking 
into in Norway, relates to new technology and how this new technology paradigm is 
already making an impact on the business models of Californian companies.  

Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding  
During my stay, I were mainly working together with Kenneth Stålsett on two articles 
based on data collected from the Norwegian oil and gas sector. These data were 
collected prior to my stay at Stanford. We were able to make the articles much more to 
the point and our arguments were sharpened through the feedback from the seminars 
and countless long academic discussions in our office down in the basement of the 
Cubberly building.  

My visit was funded through a grant from the Research Council of Norway and my 
employer TronderEnergi Nett. Because the original funding at the application date were 
based on Norwegian Kroner and the exchange rate for US dollar changed up to 35% in 
my disfavor during the year prior to my stay, a considerable amount of the expenses had 
to be covered by personal funds. 

 
Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
During my stay in the first period from April until June at Stanford University, I attended 
the Monday seminars, which presented mostly academic research from outside 
Stanford. In the first period, I also attended the Friday seminars, led by the program 
director Mitchell Stevens. My colleague Kenneth Stålsett and I presented two articles 
that we are working on and got valuable feedback from the SCANCOR cohort. In my 
second period, I attended the Wednesday workshops where the summer scholars 
presented parts of their work.  
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Presentation at the SCANCOR Friday Seminar May. 22, 2015: “Operational Teams: 
focusing on shared mental models and team dynamics to increase the level of quality in 
decision making during crisis.”  

I also took advantage of the academic resources at Stanford, not only the ones in close 
relationship to SCANCOR, but also scholars from other disciplines nearer to my own 
research, namely innovation, technology and teamwork. 

Off-campus activities and other interactions 
In early July, I attended the largest solar conference in the US, Intersolar North America 
in San Francisco. Academics, policy makers, manufacturers and representatives from 
the power industry provided me a good understanding on how the trends are in the US 
related to new clean energy.  

I have already been invited to hold two presentations in Norway on the subject of trends 
in the US power industry.  

Many informal encounters, on and off campus, has given me a better understanding on 
why innovation has such good growth conditions in the Bay Area. It seems like every 
second person I meet either works at some startup company or one of the better known 
tech companies in the Bay Area (e.g. Airbnb, Facebook or Google). Businesses like 
Zipcar and Uber have also given me a better understanding on how these companies 
are slowly changing not only business models, but also the whole concept of 
transportation. The high penetration of roof solar panels in Menlo Park, where I stayed 
for the first four months of my stay, and talking to the neighbors who had these installed, 
gave me a deeper insight on why this green technology is spreading so rapidly in 
California.  

Publications generated during stay 
Revision and (further) development of two papers and substantial advancement of my 
PhD thesis (article based): 

Olsen, Trond Rikard & Stålsett, Kenneth (2015); Operational Teams: focusing on shared 
mental models and team dynamics to increase the level of quality in decision making 
during crisis 

Stålsett, Kenneth; Olsen, Trond Rikard (2015): Team Leadership within Integrated 
Operations in the Oil and Gas Industry 

 
Outcome and impact of visit 
My stay at Stanford has given me a chance to focus on writing and discussing topics 
related to my own research. Even though the research carried out by the SCANCOR 
cohort is diversified, all the scholars are looking into interesting topics, which has given 
me new valuable insights during my stay.  

Participating in the seminars and the feedback I have gotten, have sharpened my critical 
thinking and given me a better focus on the connection between the data and the story I 
am trying to tell through my articles.  
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Research area and aspects I focused on while at SCANCOR 
I focused on two synergistic research topics during my appointment:  

(i) The emergence of high-growth firms. I presented a fresh paper “Does Lightning Strike 
Twice? The Influence of High-Growth Experience on New High-Growth Outcomes”  
(Juhana Peltonen, Pia Arenius) during the Friday seminar three weeks into my 
appointment, for which I had run the analyses immediately before boarding on the plane 
to SFO. This enabled me to gather quick feedback, and to initiate future data collection 
to improve the paper. By the time I completed my visit, I had access to data so that I can 
take the paper further. This paper examines founding team members’ prior experience in 
starting rapidly growing companies, and the value of this experience in the founding 
teams of new firms. We apply the lenses of imprinting and human capital theory, and 
utilize linked employer-employee data from the Statistics Finland to test our hypotheses. 

(ii) The role of human capital in the innovation search – innovation performance 
relationship. This paper builds on my earlier work with Dr. Aku Valtakoski from Linköping 
Business School, which had been put on hold while I completed my dissertation. The 
literature on innovation search has examined how various forms of search influence the 
innovativeness of a firm. These studies have however largely overlooked the people 
perspective, i.e. the role of person-level abilities at different parts of an organization, 
which may be critical in driving the search-innovativeness relationship. My visit to 
SCANCOR provided me with a good chance to review and reflect on the relevant 
literature through numerous personal interactions. Based on this, I advanced acquiring 
further data from Statistics Finland, which is now at my disposal. 
 

Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding  
My general mission at SCANCOR was to improve my capability to pursue the research 
outlined above in terms of better methodological skills and researcher networks. The 
data I primarily use in my current research is linked employer-employee data, which 
spans the entire Finnish work force over 25 years. These data sets are among the best 
in the world in the Nordic countries, with Denmark having the data set that spans over 30 
years. From my perspective, SCANCOR forms a nearly perfect mix: it brings together 
people with knowledge of these datasets and knowledge of the most recent theoretical 
developments and trends that jointly enable publishing in top-tier journals. 

My visit was funded through grants from Urjö Uitto Foundation and the Foundation of 
Economic Education (Liikesivistysrahasto).  

 
Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
Beyond the specific paper projects outlined above, I invested heavily into improving my 
methodological toolbox. This included listening to several research presentations on 
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content analysis (e.g. the Sociology Department, CISAC and GSB) and hands-on 
experimentation. Regarding slightly more traditional econometric approaches, I took 
several online lectures of the StatsLearning (Hastie & Tibshirani), and spent numerous 
hours studying special topics related to endogeneity. 

The SCANCOR network also provided interesting knowledge exchanges. Sarah Soule, 
Michell Stevens, and Woody Powell all made important remarks regarding my work, 
which have influenced the direction I take things in the future. I also had valuable 
interactions with SCANCOR scholars. For example, through Jacob Jeppesen, I learned 
about random exponential graphs and Siena for network analysis. From Ulrik Hvidman, I 
learned about unique Danish data on measuring education outcomes. I also discussed 
various research avenues on patent data with Markus Holgersson. I participated in 
SCANCOR’s Friday and Monday seminars, and was thereby introduced to various 
traditions and streams of research new to me. I was also able to obtain very high quality 
comments on our high-growth firm paper, which I am currently addressing.  

 
Off-campus activities and other interactions 
I attended Silicon Vikings’ panel discussion on the role of the US government in the 
formation of Silicon Valley, which ranks among my top learning experiences on the 
recent history of the area. I also participated in several events arranged by the Finnilän 
Löylyt group on Facebook, which is mainly operated by Senja Larsen, a Silicon Valley 
correspondent of one of Finland’s broadest business newspapers. The group has 
monthly meetings where mostly Finnish entrepreneurs and researchers are present.  

Both the Vikings and the Löylyt lead to numerous personal interactions. For example, I 
was able to discuss my research ideas on founding teams with a professional startup 
team headhunter and the former mayor of Palo Alto. These interactions gave me 
confidence that my research is heading into a positive direction also in the eyes of 
practitioners.  

I wish to also mention the Menlo Park floorball team, which consists of various IT 
professionals and Stanford students whom often have a Nordic connection. The team 
was a source of interesting discussions ranging from lasers, to cameras, to game theory 
in microfinance.  

Last but not least, I also helped my AirBnB landlady with some statistical impact analysis 
of the non-profit she was involved with, and thereby got some experience in economic 
geography. I also helped a neighbor with web site scraping and content parsing, and 
learned a few new things in the process (e.g., some new Python modules). 

Publications generated during stay 
Does Lightning Strike Twice? The Influence of High-Growth Experience on New High-
Growth Outcomes.  Juhana Peltone and Pia Arenius 

 Working paper submitted to the AoM meeting and presented at the 
SCANCOR Friday Seminar on Jan 16, 2015. The paper has been mostly 
developed during my time at SCANCOR. 

 

Micro-level Antecedents of Absorptive Capacity. Juhana Peltonen and Aku Valtakoski.  
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 Working paper. Data integration and literature review complete. Paper 
initiated about 18 months ago. 

 

Reconceptualizing entrepreneurial orientation: dimensional constraints and identification 
issues. Mikko Rönkkö, Juhana Peltonen, Miguel Aguirre-Urreta. 

 Working paper. Methodological commentary to Strategic Management 
Journal regarding Andersen et al. (2014). Presented on May 27 at an 
Aalto internal research seminar. Literature review for the paper started in 
April. 

 

Outcome and impact of visit 
My strategic shift utilizing linked employer-employee data to study entrepreneurial topics 
owes much to my previous visit to SCANCOR in 2010, when I became aware of such 
Danish data through SCANCOR visiting scholar/postdoc Christine Isakson. I was 
therefore a great pleasure to have Christine comment on my paper, and to further 
discuss matters relating to utilizing these data to answer timely research questions 
throughout my stay, possibly leading to joint publications in the future.  

I also learned lots from other SCANCOR scholars about respective data sets in Sweden 
and Norway. The Statistics Officials in the Nordic countries are currently outlining data 
sharing agreements, and it may become possible to simultaneously run models using 
data from all Nordic countries in the future. Therefore, my visit to SCANCOR has placed 
me in a good position to make use of this development. With respect to my career, the 
timing was perfect, as SCANCOR enables me to fully align my research in a new and 
promising direction after completing my dissertation. In a broader context, SCANCOR 
has facilitated the spread of a research tradition from Denmark to the Hanken School of 
Economics in Finland, that is based on the synergies of multiple researchers extending a 
common database of rare data provided by national statistics agencies. 
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Research area and aspects I focused on while at SCANCOR 
There are two main purposes of my visit. 
 
The first purpose was to improve my current two papers. The first paper focuses on the 
associations between organizational structure, strategy and performance. This paper 
was presented in the first Wednesday workshop at SCANCOR, Summer Quarter. The 
workshop was very successful in the sense that I received lots of good feedback, 
comments, suggestions for the improvement from high quality colleagues, SCANCOR 
visitors, and director. I spent time to make revisions for this paper, but have not finished 
yet. The second paper focuses on studying how people use communication services. I 
spent a lot of time for the revision of this paper. I have already submitted this paper to a 
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top journal in communication. Hoping for the best! In general, I am happy with the 
achievement for this purpose. 

The second purpose was networking, and interactions with top scholars at Stanford in 
my field. I have established many connections with SCANCOR visitors, which could be 
developed for future cooperation. I learned about the academic environment at Stanford. 
I intended to meet two top researchers at Stanford during my visit. They were 
unfortunately not available. However, I may have a Skype meeting with one of them 
later. 

Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding  
The mission and expectation are somehow described in the prior session. In general, I 
am happy with the achievement of the visit. 

My visit was funded by BI Norwegian Business School and my self-finance. 

Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
I made the first Wednesday workshop for the summer quarter. It was very successful. I 
actively attended all the workshops, and gave comments, suggestions, and questions. I 
think that I and other visitors benefited a lot from the well-organized and professional 
workshops.  

Off-campus activities and other interactions 
Active participations in social activities with other SCANCOR visitors 

Publications generated during stay 
Phan, Binh (2015): Combining multiple communication modes: Evidence from phone call 
and SMS communication networks (under review) 

Outcome and impact of visit 
I am happy with the achievement of the visit even though there are a few things that I 
could not do as planned due to the time limit. The benefits of the visit were definitely vital 
for my career development.  

 

             

Calle Rosengren  
Assistant Professor  
Lund University, Centre for Work, Technology and  
Social Change (WTS) 
calle.rosengren@wts.lu.se 
September 15 – December 18, 2015  
http://www.soc.lu.se/en/calle-rosengren 

 
Research area and aspects I focused on while at SCANCOR 
My research examines working time, with a particular focus on the ongoing relations 
between new technologies, organizing structures, cultural norms and work practices. 
More specifically I´m interested in what constitutes social norms surrounding working 
time and in what way they in turn contribute to the temporal patterns the worker puts in 
to to his/her workday. 

 

mailto:calle.rosengren@wts.lu.se
http://www.soc.lu.se/en/calle-rosengren
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During my stay at SCANCOR I have focused on framing and analyzing data collected at 
SONY Mobile in relation to their implementation of a non-territorial office concept, 
Activity Based Workplace (ABW). On a theoretical level I have focused on Workplace 
identity in relation to office design. 

I choose to concentrate on these aspects at SCANCOR since there is a strong tradition 
at Stanford University and neighboring universities in the field of technology and social 
change and more specifically technology's role in occupational and organizational 
change. I have also been privileged to meet and interact with prominent researchers in 
the field during my stay here. 

Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding  
The mission/expectation of my visit to SCANCOR was to further elaborate on the 
relationship between national culture and context and the work practices; to further 
elaborate on the theorethical aspects of work, technology and organization; and to grow 
my international network research network. 

The specific project(s) I worked on was the Swedish Research Council for Health, 
Working Life and Welfare (FORTE) project (”Are you going home already?”) and the 
VINNOVA-project (“The office of the future”). 

I have found the environment at SCANCOR and Stanford University very open and 
supporting, making it possible to grow my research network to a greater extent than I 
could have hoped for.  

My visit was funded by grants recieved from Jan Wallanders och Tom Hedelius stiftelse 
and Tore Browaldhs stiftelse. 
 
Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
 
Activity Based Work - Conflict, Resistance and the Symbolic Meaning of Space, October 
16. 
 
Please list influential interactions and collaborations with Stanford scholars and students. 
- Professor Pam Hinds, Work, Technology and Organization (WTO) 
- Professor Arthur Bienenstock, Wallenberg Research Link 
 
During my stay I have attented seminars and lectures at: 

The Department of Sociolgy 

The Lytics lab 

The Europe center 

The McCoy Family Center for Ethics in Society 

 

Off-campus activities and other interactions 

Meeting with Jens Jessen, Head of Americas Workplace Solutions at SONY Mobile. 
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Meeting with Kimberly Elsbach at University of California, Davies, Graduate school of 
management 

Meeting with Isabell Stamm at University of California, Berkeley, Department of 
Sociology  

 

Publications generated during stay 

Jönsson, G., Rosengren, C. and Kaulio, M. (2015) Externalizing Self-Leadership: 
Management Consultants’ Strategies for Managing Work Intensity. Leadership & 
Organzational Development (Submitted for publication. Awaiting Reviewer Reply) 

Rosengren, C. (2015) Performing work: the drama of everyday working life. Time & 
Society (in press). 

Rosengren, C. and Ottosson, M. (2016) Digitization, employee monitoring, trust and 
anticipatory conformity. In McMillan Cottom, T., Gregory, K. and Daniels J. Digital 
Sociologies. Policy Press at the University of Bristol (accepted for publication) 

Rosengren, C., Bergman, A., Palm, K., Svensson, M. and Seddigh, A. (2016) "DigiStress 
- Boundaryless Work and Feelings of Inadequacy”. In Lane, L., Jordansson, B., and 
Jaswal, S. Meeting the global challenge - Variations in work and family life in India and 
Sweden. New York: Springer Publishing (submitted for publication) 
 

Outcome and impact of visit 
In general I believe that the visit has made me a better scholar. More specifically, I have 
improved my English language and presentation technique.   
 
The tight group of fellow scholars at SCANCOR is the most valuable resource here and, 
I think, hard to find elsewhere.  

             

Kenneth Stålsett        
Doctoral Student   
NTNU, Trondheim Norway 
Kenneth.stalsett@iot.ntnu.no,  
www.innovativeteams.no   
April 1 - September 15, 2015 

 
Research area and aspects I focused on while at SCANCOR 
My work during the stay at Stanford have mainly been focused towards my Ph.D-thesis. 
During my first period, I focused on finishing up my duty work (supervising master 
students) back home, as well as writing and presenting two articles together with my 
colleague Trond Olsen from Norway.  Attending the SCANCOR seminars has been 
highly valuable in this work, and contributed to develop our work further. I have also 
been able to establish valuable relationships that I can draw upon in the future – both 
within academia and a few interesting startups in the area.  

 

mailto:Kenneth.stalsett@iot.ntnu.no
http://www.innovativeteams.no/
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Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding  
I have been working closely with Trond Olsen on our research project, and focusing 
upon writing up the two articles that we have presented. The long hours down in the 
basement at Cubberley have been highly valuable, as we could discuss loudly and 
continuous challenge each other on our work. Given the feedbacks we have received 
from our supervisors and other relevant sources, this claim seem to be supported – our 
work has absolutely had a positive development. Given this, I am quite pleased with the 
results of staying over here: I am done with my duty work, and I will have about 3-4 
articles to submit by November 2015 and I still have about a year left of my Ph.D when I 
travel home.  

Trying to find funding for this trip has been a major pain, and from my own perspective I 
have spent an indefensible amount of time on the topic. Luckily enough I was able to get 
some stipends from "Norges Tekniske Høgskoles fond", as well as "DNB NOR Banks 
fond for NTNU".  These will cover most of the fees I pay to Stanford, while I cover the 
rest of the extra expenses through a private loan. This process should have been made 
easier, especially from my home institution as well as the Norwegian Research Council. 
This situation has without doubt been a bit challenging, given the fact that the exchange 
rate between Norwegian Kroner and US dollar has dropped with at least 35 % from 
when I planned the trip.  

 
Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
During my stay in the first period from April until June at Stanford University, I've 
attended the Monday and Friday seminars, as well as the Wednesday seminars during 
the summer. The general feedback from experienced researchers – and especially the 
program director Mitchell Stevens – has been highly valuable, and I have tried to note 
down as much as I could to bring into my own work.  

During the SCANCOR Friday Seminar April. 17, 2015 I presented my work: "Team 
Leadership within Integrated Operations in the Oil and Gas Industry".  

I have attended one Stanford seminar outside of SCANCOR, April 29, 2015, with 
Kathleen Eisenhardt new book, Simple Rules: How to Thrive in a Complex World. 
Further, I also visited the Nordic Innovation House and got some valuable contacts and 
insights for future work. 

In addition, I took advantage of the academic resources at Stanford, not only the ones in 
close relationship to SCANCOR, but also scholars from other departments, but also 
relevant for my research within the field of teamwork, innovation and strategy.   

Off-campus activities and other interactions 
I have attended one of the Silicon Vikings seminars, as well as visited two startups that I 
found interesting, one within 3D-printing and another one within catering. In addition, I 
have visited the NASA area, and joined up with several scholars at CMU. The latter was 
possible as I shared a house with a French CMU post-doc. This relationship has also 
lead into a development project that I will continue to work with as I get back to Norway. 

Living in the area and talking with countless people, both on campus and outside, has 
given me a nice view of the dynamics that exists within Silicon Valley. Except from 
working closely with Trond, most of my private life has been centered to relations outside 
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of SCANCOR; which have given me friends, connections and ideas that I will try to 
maintain in the future.  

Lastly, I want to highlight the nice sport facilities at campus. There are several activities 
you can join, and the gyms are well equipped with a nice environment. 

Publications generated during stay 
Revision and (further) development of two papers and substantial advancement of my 
PhD thesis (article based): 

Stålsett, Kenneth; Olsen, Trond Rikard (2015): Team Leadership within Integrated 
Operations in the Oil and Gas Industry 

Olsen, Trond Rikard & Stålsett, Kenneth (2015); Operational Teams: focusing on shared 
mental models and team dynamics to increase the level of quality in decision making 
during crisis 

I have also nearly finished two other drafts;  

Stålsett,. Heggem, Anderson Grønnæss, and Sjøvold: Craving for Chaos: Unwrapping 
the Black Box of Team Dynamics 

Stålsett, Heggem, Anderson, Grønnæss and Sjøvold: Capturing Group Dynamics: The 
New Science within Team Research 

However, these papers need a considerable amount of honing and development, and 
have not been presented to anyone else than my supervisor yet. I expect to be able to 
submit at least one of them before November 2015. 

Outcome and impact of visit 
SCANCOR has given me a unique chance to really focus upon writing without to many 
distractions. However, I have also been able to take part in discussions that are related 
to my topic, and I have established a network that I can continue to work with in the 
future. The research carried out by the SCANCOR group is without doubt quite 
diversified. Nonetheless, I have gained significant learning from each and every one of 
the presentations – both directly from the scholar presenting, but also from feedback 
given from the cohort.  

             

 

Simone Staehr        
PhD Student 
Copenhagen Business School (CBS) 
Sst.acc@cbs.dk   
April – June, 2015 

 
Research area and aspects I focused on while at SCANCOR 
My research anchors in financial accounting with a special focus on financial analysts’ 
decision process while forecasting. I broadly rely on aspects from behavioral economics, 
psychology and organizational science to understand and explain behavioral biases 
within individuals in the context of producing financial forecasts. In a broader perspective 
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this contributes to our understanding of future capital market developments. I mainly rely 
on data from own conducted experiments. Further, I get inspired by methods and 
findings from emerging fields like neuroscience and brain imaging in my research hoping 
to get some new insights from those fields in relation to individual decision making. 

As the data collection for two papers was already done when I arrived at SCANCOR I 
focused on preparing one of these papers for submission. Additionally, I focused on 
early design development of future experiments and on the possibilities of newly 
developed tools to conduct these.  

In my time at SCANCOR I especially concentrated on the paper focusing on individual 
risk-preference as an explanatory factor of herding behavior by analysts while 
conducting financial forecasts. I did most of my analysis and results section on this 
paper while being at SCANCOR expecting it under submission shortly after my stay 
ends. Further, I rewrote the theory section of the same paper in order to frame it 
differently and to make it more precise. Additionally, I worked on early development of 
two other experiments including unique possibilities/accesses in America to conduct 
these future experiments.  

I chose to mainly focus on the paper involving risk preferences during my stay at 
SCANCOR as I had the chance to engage in different seminars and discussions with 
behavioral economists at Stanford. Eliciting individual risk preferences have traditionally 
been a strong focus in this research area. Also, I was (correctly) convinced that scholars 
at SCANCOR are extremely solid in theory and framing – an aspect the paper in focus 
particularly needed comments on. 
 

Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding  
One of my greatest expectations of my visit to SCANCOR was to broaden my 
professional network (especially within other Scholars/Researchers at SCANCOR) and 
to get a feeling of the research culture at a top university in America. Further, it was 
critical to me to be able to discuss my research with others – both theoretically (primarily 
people at SCANCOR) and method wise (primarily people working with 
psychological/economic experiments).   

Discussions with colleagues at SCANCOR were priceless in terms of framing the paper. 
Also, some discussions that focused more on analytical issues gave me great inputs on 
suitable statistical methods for my paper.  

I have talked to various people involved in conducting experiments both concerning my 
own experimental design and possible future experiments. I got precious feedback on 
my current experiment and valuable comments on how to design future ones. Further, I 
got insights on the latest instruments used in America for executing economic 
experiments and established professional contact with possible future co-workers.  

In short, my time at SCANCOR more than fulfilled all my expectations and gave me 
critical insights both on my current work but also on the development of future papers. 

My visit was funded by various grants including (but not limited to) FRS, Frimodts Fond 
and Sehested1. 

                                                      
1 Further contributing grants was: Otto Mønsted, Oticon, Knud Højgaard, GNT, and A.P. Fisker. 
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Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 

I presented my work at SCANCOR Friday Seminar Series May 29’th titled “Individual 
Risk Preferences and Herding Behaviors in Analysts’ Financial Forecasts”. 

I discussed my research with various people during my stay. Professor Douglas 
Bernheim (Chair of Department of Economics) focused especially on my experimental 
design and how to make robustness checks hereof. Associate Professor Brian Knutson 
(Department of Psychology) focused on if and how I should theorize and test separation 
of two constructs, risk- and loss aversion. PhD Candidate in Economics Sandro Ambuhl 
and Professor Jeffrey Pfeffer (Organizational Behavior, Graduate School of Business) 
focused on newly accessible tools to better conduct future experiments. Director of 
SCANCOR and Associate Professor Mitchell Stevens focused on framing the paper to 
make a more direct fit with the current literature. Further, together with Kalle Kraus and 
Jacob Jeppesen from SCANCOR, I had a lunch meeting with Professor Roberto 
Fernandez (Organization Studies, MIT) that was visiting Stanford to give a presentation 
at SCANCOR’s Monday Seminar Series.  

I informally discussed different aspects of my research with most people affiliated at 
SCANCOR resulting in priceless comments, thoughts and ideas that I would not have 
thought about on my own. In particular were Jacob Jeppesen and Juhana Peltonen very 
helpful with the statistical analysis and Kalle Kraus helped me establish a professional 
contact which I expect highly useful especially for my future experimental designs. 
Finally, I discussed possible future corporation with Marion Bitsch as we discovered a 
shared interest in experimental methods inspired by the literature of behavioral finance- 
and economics. 

I weekly attended the Monday- and Friday Seminar Series at SCANCOR. Also, I 
attended the weekly seminar series “Stanford Economics Behavioral and Experimental 
Seminar” as well as Douglas Bernheim’s weekly “Idea Workshop”. Further, I sat in at the 
course “Brain and Decision Making” held weekly throughout the spring quarter lectured 
by Brian Knutson. Additionally I joined some seminars at Stanford Institute for Economic 
and Policy research (SIEPR). 

 
Off-campus activities and other interactions 
Of valuable interactions held off campus the most important things to me were social 
dinners with fellow colleagues at SCANCOR as well as enjoying some of the many 
offers at Stanford in the weekends e.g. watching a baseball match and joining the 
Powwow and Indian Art Market. Further, I attended a party at Douglas Bernheim’s home 
together with most people from Stanford’s Economics Department involved in behavioral 
and experimental economics. These occasions have highly contributed to my 
development of both social and professional networks that I could not have made 
elsewhere. 

 
Publications generated during stay 

Paper titled “Individual Risk Preferences and Herding Behaviors in Analysts’ 
Financial Forecasts” (getting ready for submission). 
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Outcome and impact of visit 
The outcomes of my visit at SCANCOR are invaluable to both my current research as 
well as to my future career in academia and personal development.  

I received highly useful comments on my current research from colleagues at 
SCANCOR not limited to those working within similar research areas. Especially useful 
were those concentrating on the theoretical framing of the paper as well as inputs on 
appropriate statistical methods. Discussions with other scholars and professors at 
Stanford University specifically concentrated in my fields of interest provided highly 
useful inputs to my current papers as well as useful insights and ideas to future 
research. Further, my stay at SCANCOR has laid the ground for future corporative work 
that I do not expect possible for me in any other research environment at this point. 
From a personal perspective I have gained a deeper understanding of the American 
research culture and become much more confident that academia is the right place for 
me to stay, both now as well as in the longer future. I happily experienced at SCANCOR 
that balancing work- and family life (including kids) adequately is definitely not limited to 
staying at your home institution. I very much hope to be able to spend time at 
SCANCOR again someday! 

             

 
Mika Vaihekoski      
Professor of Finance 
University of Turku, School of Economics 
mika.vaihekoski@utu.fi 

 September 10 – November 30, 2015 

http://users.utu.fi/moovai 

 
Research area and aspects I focused on while at Scancor 
Finance, and empirical asset pricing in particular. I worked on two closely related 
research papers. The first one introduces a new way to test conditional asset pricing 
models and applies it to test Merton (1973, 1980) model in the US stock market. The 
second takes the idea presented in the first paper further and studies whether the 
relative risk aversion / price of market risk varies over time, and if it does, is the variation 
counter-cyclical. During my stay, I focused on polishing the first paper to top-notch 
condition so that it can be submitted to a top journal and on finishing the second paper in 
such a condition that it can be submitted to financial conferences.  

Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding  
I had three main goals for my visit. The first one was to update my book titled Financial 
Modeling and Excel (translated from Finnish) for publication. The second and the third 
goal were related to the above-mentioned two research papers. I also hoped to network 
with both Stanford scholars as well as with other Nordic researchers.  

My visit was partly funded by my employer, University of Turku / Turku School of 
Economics, but also through grants from the OP-Pohjola Bank’s Research Foundation 
(via The Foundations’ Professor Pool) and the Foundation for Economic Education. 

 
Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 

 

http://users.utu.fi/moovai
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I presented the two above-mentioned research papers at the Scancor seminar series. 
The first, more developed paper titled Expected return and conditional asset pricing: A 
new testing approach, I presented on the Monday seminar (October 12th), and the latter, 
Countercyclical and time-varying risk aversion and equity premium, on the Friday 
(November 6th) seminar. I also asked the invitation for the first seminar to be distributed 
to the Finance group.  

In addition, I attended the Finance Seminars at Graduate School of Business on every 
Wednesday and other Monday and Friday seminars organized by Scancor as well as 
few additional seminars/presentations on interesting topics in various locations on 
campus (e.g., presentations by Thomas Piketty, Al Gore, and Elon Musk).  

Publications generated during stay 
Antell, Jan – Vaihekoski, Mika (2015) “Expected return and conditional asset pricing: A 
new testing approach”. Research paper. 

Antell, Jan – Vaihekoski, Mika (2015) “Countercyclical and time-varying risk aversion 
and equity premium”. Research paper. 

Vaihekoski, Mika (2015): “Rahoitusalan sovellukset ja Excel” [Financial Modeling and 
Excel]. Helsinki: Talentum Oyj. Book to be published in December 2015. 
 

Outcome and impact of visit 
Scancor provided me an excellent opportunity to concentrate on writing research 
papers/book as well as conducting the required research for them. The visit also gave 
me a chance to listen to a great number of excellent presentations in finance as well as 
some other fields that I would not be able to do in my home institution. They will 
definitively benefit my research and academic thinking in the future. Meeting with fellow 
visitors at Scancor was also beneficial in sharing ideas and thought on many issues. 
Finally, I gained valuable experience on the research culture and higher education in the 
United States. 
             

 
Daria Volcheck  
Postdoctoral Researcher       
Aalto University 
daria.volchek@aalto.fi  
June 16 – August 27, 2015 

 
Research area and aspects I focused on while at SCANCOR  
The research that I focused on when at SCANCOR lies at the intersection of three 
overarching themes: economic growth, entrepreneurship policy, and migration. I study 
entrepreneurial migration, where more specifically I focus on two aspects: (1) 
governmental programs and policies that aim to support high impact entrepreneurial 
businesses established by immigrants and (2) how entrepreneurs utilize resources and 
opportunities created by these policies. My mission at SCANCOR was related to 
expansion of my professional academic network of scholar involved in immigrant 
entrepreneurship research, establishment of collaborative relations with Stanford 
scholars for future work on a new research project that I am initiating now, and 
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continuous work on the publication pipeline.   
 

Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding  
During my stay, I established a few contacts with Stanford scholars with provided a 
strong impact on the direction of my research. Firstly, the discussions with Professor of 
Entrepreneurship Chuck Eesley at Stanford Technology Ventures Program (STVP) 
provided me with better understanding of the governmental policies aimed at support of 
high growth immigrant entrepreneurship. Professor Eeasley was a unique asset for my 
research as he acts as a board member of Start-Up Chili expatriate entrepreneurship 
accelerator program, which I study as one of the research sites in my current research. 
Secondly, my discussions with Professor of Sociology Tomas Jimenez helped me to 
develop a focus for my new research project and created grounds for our continuous 
collaboration in the future. Thirdly, an acquaintance with Professor of Economics 
Matthew Jackson helped me to develop my knowledge of contemporary economic 
sociology research and improve my quantitative skills in social network analysis, which 
plays a critical role for advancement of my new research project. For me, collaboration 
with these academic professionals was uniquely possible only at SCANCOR.  

My visit was funded through two grants received from the Helsinki School of Economics 
Foundation and the Emil Aaltonen Foundation. 

 
Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 

As my visit took place in the summer term, which tends to be calmer for academic 
organizations than the rest of the academic year, I concentrated my efforts on 
participation in the weekly SCANCOR research seminars and individual meetings with 
the scholars specializing in my rea of research. 

I attended SCANCOR seminar series on Wednesdays, where I also introduced my 
research in form of a research paper which I intended to prepare for submission to 
Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice journal. 

I had the great opportunity to speak to Stanford scholars relevant to my research work, 
such as Chuck Eesley, Tomas Jimenez and Matthew Jackson, who provided helpful and 
insightful comments on the content and methodology of my research.  

 
Off-campus activities and other interactions 

Networking and showcase event with Silicon Vikings and Startup Sauna companies: 
June, 23 2015 in Palo Alto 

Nordic Innovation House summer meeting and launch of the Soundtrap start-up: June, 
25 2015 in Palo Alto 

Building and Using Immersive Environments-In Business, Entertainment and Education 
event: August, 18 2015 at CERAS, Stanford 

Publications generated during stay 
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Volchek, Daria, Efendic, Nedim, Terjesen, Siri (2015). Expatriate Entrepreneurship: 
Start-Up Visas and Incubators. Kauffman Foundation Conference on Minority 
Entrepreneurship (awaiting revision) 

Efendic, N., Volchek, D., Terjesen, S. Expatriate Entrepreneurship: Start-Up Visas and 
Incubators (Research note), submitted to Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice  
 
Efendic, N., Volchek, D., Terjesen, S. Expatriate Entrepreneurship and the Role of 
Social Capital and Institutional Mechanisms in Opportunity Exploitation (part of the work 
on the paper was conducted at SCANCOR and the manuscript is to be submitted to a 
special issue of the Journal of International Business Studies in November 2015) 

 

Outcome and impact of visit 
SCANCOR provided me with an outstanding opportunity to discuss my work and get 
invaluable comments from Stanford scholars closely related to the immigrant 
entrepreneurship field of research. The ideas and suggestions gathered through my visit 
at SCANCOR were largely implemented in my research proposal submitted to the 
Academy of Finland Fall 2015 application round for a position of postdoctoral 
researcher, as well as incorporated in the publications that I am currently working on.  

             

Clarissa Weber 
Doctoral Student      
University of Mannheim 
weber.clarissa@googlemail.com 
September 14 – December 17, 2015 

 

Research area and aspects I focused on while at Scancor 
My general research focus is on the relational and institutional embeddedness of 
organizations. At Scancor, I focused on advancing my paper on the interaction of inter-
organizational trust and institutional trust as well as on conceptualizing a new paper on 
antecedents and effects of managers’ perceptions of institutional environments in 
internationalization processes. Both papers will be part of my PhD thesis and will also be 
submitted to conferences in January 2016. In addition, I prepared the data collection for 
a new research project on the positioning of inter-organizational relationships within 
organizational fields. Besides these research-related tasks, I also conceptualized a 
course that I will be teaching next year.  
 

Mission/expectation, specific projects, funding  
My main mission during my stay at Scancor was to advance my PhD thesis work. 
Specifically, I worked on my paper on inter-organizational and institutional-based trust. 
My presentations on this topic at the Scancor Friday Seminar as well as the Economic 
Sociology and Organizations Workshop at the Department of Sociology were extremely 
helpful for advancing my work on this paper. My second specific project was the data 
analysis and conceptualization of a novel paper on managerial perceptions of 
institutional environments in internationalization processes. Again, communication and 
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discussion with Scancor and Stanford people on this project was very important and 
tremendously helped in advancing this project.   

My visit was funded by my home university as well as through private funding. 

 
Presentations/Interactions/Seminars/Courses at Stanford 
I participated in all seminars of the Scancor Seminar Series on Mondays as well as the 
Scancor Informal Seminar Series on Fridays. In September, I presented my paper on 
inter-organizational and institutional trust at the Scancor Informal Seminar Series. I also 
attended the Economic Sociology and Organizations workshop at the Department of 
Sociology every week, where I presented a revised version of that paper in late 
November. These formal as well as some informal conversations on my research both 
within and outside Scancor were extremely helpful and valuable to my work. They also 
supported me in my personal development as a PhD student and young scholar of 
organizations. 

I also attended several talks at the Network Forum, the DFJ Entrepreneurial Thought 
Leaders Series and some events at the Department of Sociology. Together with other 
Scancorians, I went to a variety of interesting talks on campus, such as the talk of Al 
Gore on climate change.  

 
Off-campus activities and other interactions 
I attended several events off-campus, such as the Silicon Vikings event on emerging 
management models for entrepreneurship and innovation at Nokia-Tech in Sunnyvale, 
where Kathleen Eisenhardt and David Teece were panelists.  

Publications generated during stay 
During my stay, I worked on the following papers, which will be submitted to conferences 
in January 2016 and which are both part of my PhD thesis: 

(1) Dimensions of inter-organizational and institutional-based trust and their joint 
effects on knowledge acquisition in cross-border partnerships (co-authored with 
Indre Maurer) 
 

(2) Antecedents and effects of managers’ perceptions of institutional environments in 
internationalization processes (co-authored with Dominik Chahabadi) 

 

Outcome and impact of visit 
In sum, the time at Scancor was extremely valuable and beneficial to me. Scancor 
offered me the great opportunity to advance the work on my papers by providing an 
environment that is motivating, encouraging, and inspiring. Presenting my work to and 
discussing with people both from within my field as well as from related research fields in 
such a stimulating environment was incredibly valuable to me in order to reflect upon my 
work and to further improve it. Engaging in discussions on the work of fellow 
Scancorians was extremely interesting and forced me to scrutinize my own work from 
novel perspectives. Scancor’s warm and constructive atmosphere sparked fruitful 
interactions and discussions that allowed me to advance my work to a huge extent. It 
also enabled me to think creatively about potential future projects. Networking with other 
researchers was another valuable experience of my stay, which may result in future 
academic collaborations. Overall, I am very grateful for being given the opportunity to 
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work in this fantastic environment and I am looking forward to future meetings with 
Scancorians at conferences and other occasions! 
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PUBLICATIONS GENERATED BY VISITING SCHOLARS 2015  

Kristi Agerup 

I have been working on the paper Learning Trajectories: A Case of Organizational 
Learning and Project Management for the presentation on the SCANCOR seminar, in 
order to prepare for sending it to a journal. 

Jerome Barthelemy 

Barthélemy, J. (2015), The influence of consultants on performance: Some evidence 
from the Bordeaux wine industry, paper submitted to the Strategic Management Journal. 

Marion Bitsch 

Revision of a working paper for my PhD, presented in the SCANCOR seminar:  Network 
view of government internationalization promotion: cross-country analysis of five inter-
organizational structures 
 
Joint paper with Aneel Chima: Bring emotions in your research: an emotional approach 
of international opportunity 
 
Joint paper with Gospel Oparaocha: Towards Building Internal Social Network 
Architecture that Drives 
 
Innovation (Paper accepted to Academy Of Management in Vancouver 7-11th. August 
2015) 
 
New joint paper with Jean-Laurent Viviani and Franck Moraux: A model for strategic 
decision-making: internationalization mode valuation using real-options. (Paper accepted 
to WU Vienna Paper Development Workshop IB & Finance 03 & 04 September 2015 
and European International Business Academy in Rio de Janeiro 01-03 December 
2015). 
 

Karl Joachim Breunig 
Aas, TH, Breunig, KJ and Hydle, KM (2015) Exploring New Service Portfolio 
Management, paper revised for submission to the Journal of Product Innovation 
Management  
 
Breunig, KJ, Söderlund, J and Kvålhaugen, R (2015) Lasting temporariness: Projects as 
capability bridges across time and organizational levels. This paper was presented 
February 2015 at the Organization Science Winter Conference in Park City, the paper 
was also submitted and accepted to the 2015 AoM meeting, and revised for submission 
to Journal of Management Studies.  
 
Breunig, KJ and Kvålshaugen, R (2015) Autonomy or Automation? An exploration of the 
roles of individuals in creating routine dynamics, the paper was revised for submission 
to Organization Studies.  
 
Breunig, KJ (2015) Limitless Learning: Assessing social media for global workplace-
learning, paper revised and resubmitted (2nd) to The Learning Organization.  
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Breunig, KJ and Christoffersen, L (2015) Researching the outliers: Bridging the rigor-
relevance divide in management research with CIT?, this paper was revised and is 
accepted for publication in Leading Issues in Business Research Methods Vol. 2. 
 
Breunig, KJ and Skjølsvik, T (2105) Managing the professional firm of the future: The 
case of virtual law firm start-ups in Silicon Valley, extended abstract submitted to 
Annual Conference On Professional Service Firms, Saïd Business School, Oxford, UK. 
The paper is based on initial data collected during my visit. 

 

Kirsi Eräranta 
 
The Europeanization of Nordic Gender Equality: A Foucauldian Analysis of Reconciling 
Work and Family in Finland; with J. Kantola (revisions; conditionally accepted for 
publication in Gender, Work and Organization) 
 
Tax avoidance and the division of moral labor in health care: A framing perspective on 
political CSR, with J. Moisander and V. Penttilä (first draft; to be submitted to the Journal 
of Business Ethics) 
 
The entrepreneurs of sharing economy: Media discourses on subjects of neoliberal 
governmentality, with J. Moisander and V. Penttilä (work in progress) 
 
Division of risks and responsibilities of social reproduction – negotiating the roles of 
companies, employees, and the state, with V. Penttilä (work in progress) 

 

Henrika Franck 

Franck, H., Mantere, S & Sonenshein, S: Living the good life in organizations through 
identity work. Will be submitted to Journal of Management Studies 
 
Franck, H. and Mantere S. Ethics as the engine of organizational change. Tensions and 
resolutions in encounters with otherness. Will be submitted to Journal of Business Ethics 
 
Franck, H, Gylfe, P & Holt, R: Journalism, commerce and truth-telling: Visual 
ethnography in a national broadcaster. Will be submitted to Journal of Management 
Inquiry 
 
Franck, H. & Vaara E.: Cacophony, dissonance, consonance, and resonance in making 
sense of strategic change. Will be submitted to Academy of Management Journal 

 

Nina Hampl 
Hampl, N.; Belingheri, P.; Masucci, M. & Sachsenhofer, W.: Technology Standard-
Setting Alliances and Architectural Advantage in an Emerging Industry, Working Paper, 
Institute for Strategic Management, WU Vienna/U. of Sussex/LUISS U.  
 
Hampl, N.; Hoffmann, W. H.: Drivers and Barriers of Partner Switch in Interfirm 
Alliances, Working Paper, Institute for Strategic Management, WU Vienna. 
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Sachsenhofer, W.; Hampl, N.; Hoffmann, W. H. & Streibl, U.: Business Model Portfolio 
Management in Incumbent Firms, Working Paper, Institute for Strategic Management, 
WU Vienna/OMV AG.  

 

Kira Hoffman 
Revision of a working paper: Is Deliberate Cost Stickiness Economically Justifiable in the 
Presence of Adjustment Costs? 
 
Elaboration of a new research idea: The Effects of Indivisibility of Labor and Resource 
Unavailability on Asymmetric Cost Behavior in Small Firms 
 

Marcus Holgersson 

Holgersson, Marcus: The patent management trichotomy and strategic management: A 
conceptual exposé of patenting, publishing, and secrecy (under review). 
 
Aaboen, Lise, and Holgersson, Marcus: Technology Transfer Offices, Incubators, and 
Intellectual Property Management (under review). 

 

Lotta Hultin 

Hultin & Mähring (2015). Sociomaterial translations of Lean management - A case study 
at the Swedish Migration Board. Revision of an article for publication in Organization 
Studies 
 
Hultin & Introna (2015). Decentered, performative identity work at the Swedish Migration 
Board. Paper under review in Organization Studies. 
 
Hultin & Mähring (2015). The visual meaning of Lean – Sociomaterial sensemaking at 
the emergency ward. Paper under review in Human Relations. 
 
 

Ulrik Hvidman 
Hvidman, Ulrik & Hans H. Sievertsen. 2014. Does Performance-based Funding affect 
Grading Behavior in upper-secondary Schooling?. Conference paper presented at 
APPAM, Albuquerque, U.S., 6-8 November, 2014. 
 
Hvidman, Ulrik & Simon C. Andersen. 2014. The Perception of Public and Private 
Performance: Evidence from a Survey Experiment. Invited for revise and resubmit, 
Public Administration Review. 

Andreas Kamstrup 
Crowdsourcing as sociomaterial valuation machinery (2015); Kamstrup & Jacobsen; 
Work in progress 
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Kalle Kraus 
Carlsson-Wall, M., Kraus, K., Lund, M., & Sjögren, E (in press), Accounting talk through 
metaphorical representations – change agents and organisational change in home-
based elderly care, European Accounting Review. DOI: 
10.1080/09638180.2014.992921. 
 
Carlsson-Wall, M., Kraus, K., & Lind, J (2015), “Strategic management accounting in 
close inter-organisational relationships”, Accounting and Business Research, Vol. 45, 
pp. 27-54. 
 
Kraus, K., Håkansson, H., & Lind, J (2015), “The marketing-accounting interface – 
problems and opportunities”, Industrial Marketing Management. 
 
Carlsson-Wall, M., & Kraus, K (2015), “Opening the black box of the role of accounting 
practices in the fuzzy front-end of product innovation. Industrial Marketing Management, 
46, 3-10. 
 

Juho Lindman 

Journal papers 

Lindman, J., Kinnari, T & Rossi, M. (2015).  Business Roles in the Emerging Open-Data 
Ecosystem, IEEE Software 
 
Lindman, J (2015). Open Access: A Cause, but not the Cause. Communications of the 
Association for Information Systems, vol 37, no. 1. 

Laakso, M and Lindman, J. (Submitted).  The state of Open Access in Information 
Systems (2010-2014)  Information Systems Research  

Eranti, V and Lindman, J. (Submitted). Social media and autonomous individual 
campaigners - Citizen engagement in the Finnish presidential election 2012. European 
Journal of Communication. 

Lanamäki, A. and Lindman, J. (Submitted) Group Emergence and Group Continuity as 
Effects of Generative Role-Taking in Online Communities. Journal of AIS. 

Lanamäki, A and Nykänen, M and Lindman, J (To be submitted) Regulation of social 
media collaboration . New Media & Society 

Lindman, J. (To be submitted) Open Source Software Production as organising vision. 
Information Technology and People 

Conferences 

Lindman, J. (Accepted). Investigating the Free/Libre Open Source Software Commons in 
Commercial Organizations. ICIS2015. 

Working papers 

Open source in 3d printing. With R. Ballardini (Dept. of commercial Law, Hanken) 

Online lurking and Open educational resources With SCANCOR Fellow Dr. M. Paukku , 
Stanford 
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Anita Meidell 
Meidell, A: A review and discussion on the institutionalization of ERM: Achievements 
and future directions 
 
Meidell, A. and Kaarbøe, K: How enterprise risk management function influence 
decision-making in the organization– a field study of a non-financial company. Submitted 
to British Accounting Review 
 
Meidell, A: Institutional work and embedded agency: The institutionalization of Enterprise 
Risk Management in a non-financial organization  
 

Linda Moberg 

Paper accepted for publication in Journal of European Social Policy titled: User choice in 
Swedish eldercare - conditions for informed choice and enhanced service quality  

Paper submitted to Social Policy and Administration titled: Marketization in Nordic 
eldercare – is the model still universal? 

 
Minh Thu Nhien Nguyen 

Nguyen, N. & Sætre, A.S. (2015), Learning from failure: The impact of size (Work in 
progress) 

Nguyen, N. (2015), Utilizing failure: How problem setting at the crucial event affects 
organizational learning from failure (Early draft) 

Nguyen, N. (2015), Being ambidextrous can backfire: The case of a Norwegian energy 
company (Early draft) 

Nguyen, N. (2015), Failure in innovation: A literature review (Work in progress) 

 

Marie Öhme 

Oehme, M., & Bort, S. 2015. SME internationalization modes in the German 
biotechnology industry: The influence of imitation, network position, and international 
experience. Submitted to Journal of International Business Studies, advance online 
publication 16 April 2015. doi:10.1057/jibs.2015.8 
 

Trond Rikard Olsen 

Revision and (further) development of two papers and substantial advancement of my 
PhD thesis (article based): 
 

Olsen, Trond Rikard & Stålsett, Kenneth (2015); Operational Teams: focusing on shared 
mental models and team dynamics to increase the level of quality in decision making 
during crisis 
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Stålsett, Kenneth; Olsen, Trond Rikard (2015): Team Leadership within Integrated 
Operations in the Oil and Gas Industry 
 

Juhana Peltonen 

Does Lightning Strike Twice? The Influence of High-Growth Experience on New High-
Growth Outcomes.  Juhana Peltone and Pia Arenius 

 Working paper submitted to the AoM meeting and presented at the 
SCANCOR Friday Seminar on Jan 16, 2015. The paper has been mostly 
developed during my time at SCANCOR. 

 

Micro-level Antecedents of Absorptive Capacity. Juhana Peltonen and Aku Valtakoski.  

 Working paper. Data integration and literature review complete. Paper 
initiated about 18 months ago. 

 

Reconceptualizing entrepreneurial orientation: dimensional constraints and identification 
issues. Mikko Rönkkö, Juhana Peltonen, Miguel Aguirre-Urreta. 

 Working paper. Methodological commentary to Strategic Management 
Journal regarding Andersen et al. (2014). Presented on May 27 at an 
Aalto internal research seminar. Literature review for the paper started in 
April. 

 

Thai Binh Phan 

Phan, Binh (2015): Combining multiple communication modes: Evidence from phone call 
and SMS communication networks (under review) 
 

Kenneth Stålsett  

Revision and (further) development of two papers and substantial advancement of my 
PhD thesis (article based): 
 

Stålsett, Kenneth; Olsen, Trond Rikard (2015): Team Leadership within Integrated 
Operations in the Oil and Gas Industry 

Olsen, Trond Rikard & Stålsett, Kenneth (2015); Operational Teams: focusing on shared 
mental models and team dynamics to increase the level of quality in decision making 
during crisis 
 

I have also nearly finished two other drafts;  

Stålsett,. Heggem, Anderson Grønnæss, and Sjøvold: Craving for Chaos: Unwrapping 
the Black Box of Team Dynamics 
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Stålsett, Heggem, Anderson, Grønnæss and Sjøvold: Capturing Group Dynamics: The 
New Science within Team Research 
 

Simone Staehr 

Paper titled “Individual Risk Preferences and Herding Behaviors in Analysts’ 
Financial Forecasts” (getting ready for submission). 
 
 
Daria Volcheck 

Volchek, Daria, Efendic, Nedim, Terjesen, Siri (2015). Expatriate Entrepreneurship: 
Start-Up Visas and Incubators. Kauffman Foundation Conference on Minority 
Entrepreneurship (awaiting revision) 
 

Efendic, N., Volchek, D., Terjesen, S. Expatriate Entrepreneurship: Start-Up Visas and 
Incubators (Research note), submitted to Entrepreneurship Theory and Practice  
 
Efendic, N., Volchek, D., Terjesen, S. Expatriate Entrepreneurship and the Role of 
Social Capital and Institutional Mechanisms in Opportunity Exploitation (part of the work 
on the paper was conducted at SCANCOR and the manuscript is to be submitted to a 
special issue of the Journal of International Business Studies in November 2015) 

 

Clarissa Weber 
Dimensions of inter-organizational and institutional-based trust and their joint effects on 
knowledge acquisition in cross-border partnerships (co-authored with Indre Maurer) 
 
Antecedents and effects of managers’ perceptions of institutional environments in 
internationalization processes (co-authored with Dominik Chahabadi) 
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SEMINARS AT SCANCOR 2015 

 

This weekly two-hour formal seminar at Stanford is the occasion for presentations of 

research papers by SCANCOR scholars as well as Stanford faculty and visiting faculty 

from other US universities. For a full listing of seminars please refer to the SCANCOR 

webpage: 

Seminars academic year 2014-2015 

http://www.scancor.org/seminars/monday-seminars-2014-2015/ 

Seminars academic year 2015-2016 

http://www.scancor.org/seminars/monday-seminars-2015-2016/ 
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Summary tabulations of SCANCOR national contributions 2015 

 

Country        1989     −       2015           2015  

  $ %  $ % 

Denmark         1,489,920 24.3       73,150      18 

Finland         1,177,925 19.3       73,150      18 

Norway         1,436,000 23.5       73,150      18 

Sweden         1,354,300 22.1       73,150      18 

Mannheim            305,825 5       26,700        6 

ESSEC            234,825 3.8       26,700        6 

EMLYON            26,700 0.4       26700        6 

Said Oxford            15,000 0.2       15,000        4 

WU-Wien           80,100 1.3       26,700        6 

Total         6,120,595   100     414,400 

 

   100 
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Summary tabulation of SCANCOR USA utilization  

by country and scholar months 
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POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWS’ REPORTS 2015 
 

Love Börejsson, Sweden (postdoc 2014-2016) 

PhD in Industrial Economics and Organization, Stockholm University 
Graduate School of Education, working with Prof. Daniel McFarland 

The main goal for my postdoc years has been intellectual: I wanted to attain the methods 
to ask the questions that was – from my personal academic perspective – left 
unanswered in my dissertation. The questions relates to textual expressions of 
management and organizations and I have accordingly developed my methodological 
approach from the classic static corpus linguistic methods towards the more dynamic 
NLP-techniques with self-learning algorithms.  

This goal is only seemingly easy to pursue and difficulties are related to data and to 
difficulties of translating linguistics to social (management) studies. Upon my arrival at 
Stanford I expected to engage in research on organizational/management-related texts. 
Though these text are plentiful, they have also proved to be sprawling (genre-wise) and 
not easily scalable into large enough corpora. Because of this, my research has taken a 
turn towards meta-studies of management knowledge, rather than towards the subject 
matter of management itself. I am happy with this development, but for my future 
research I am still on the outlook for organizational texts/corpora of sufficient sizes. To 
this end I have recently initiated contacts with several Silicon Valley based firms to 
investigate possible intersecting research interest. Responses have been positive but it 
is nonetheless too early to say if these efforts will bear fruit. 

Gaining acceptance for a linguistic approach to management studies has also been 
surprisingly difficult, and I am only just now starting to see the results of these efforts in 
terms of publications. I have three papers under external review (all three are in the 
second round) and I hope to submit one more before the Christmas break and another 
two during the winter-spring semesters. Researchers in the research lab where I work, in 
particular the doctoral students, have been extremely helpful in my work with these 
articles. 

A secondary goal for me has been to extend my academic network and to create long-
term collaborations both with researchers at Stanford and elsewhere. My position as a 
Scancor postdoc has facilitated my networking activities and I am currently preparing 
two grant applications with researchers from research contexts other than my “home” 
university. My research has, as a result of this, changed course more permanently.  

For the upcoming semesters I am particularly looking forward to an informal workshop 
series on social studies of science initiated by my research lab. We hope to also include 
scholars from other parts of Stanford with similar methodological and/or theoretical 
interests. 
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Johan Christensen, Norway (postdoc 2013-2015) 

PhD in Political and Social Sciences, European University Institute, Florence, Italy 
Department of Sociology working with Prof. Mark Granovetter 
 
Current position: Assistant Professor, Leiden University, Den Haag 
 
The SCANCOR Postdoctoral Program has helped me greatly in the pursuit of an 
academic career by pushing me to develop an interesting and innovative research 
agenda and to adopt the highest intellectual standards. More than anything, the postdoc 
at Stanford has stimulated my overall scholarly thinking – about theory, 
conceptualization and framing of research, as well as about different forms of data and 
its uses. And to be sure, it has also helped me develop my professional skills, making 
me familiar – and more confident – with the language and forms of interaction that 
characterize academia. 
  
I have been working on two main projects during my postdoc. First, I have developed a 
new project about expertise in the European Union, which has already led to the 
publication of two articles (one in a top-notch international political science journal) and 
raised interest in the EU research community. The project, which relies on new types of 
evidence about the organization of the European Commission, has been inspired by the 
strong emphasis on data at Stanford. The articles have also benefitted from discussions 
in Stanford workshops and seminars. 
  
Second, I have worked on a book based on my doctoral dissertation. After months of 
revisions, the book manuscript is now under review with a top U.S. university press. My 
postdoc advisor, Prof. Mark Granovetter, has been very helpful in this process, not only 
reading and commenting on the whole dissertation but also suggesting appropriate 
outlets and putting me in contact with relevant publishers. In addition to these projects, I 
wish I had invested more time in learning new methodologies, particularly in the field of 
quantitative text/linguistic analysis. 
  
I have presented my work a number of times in workshops and seminars at Stanford, 
such as the SCANCOR Monday Seminar, the Networks and Organizations Workshop, 
and the Economic Sociology and Organizations Workshop. The seminars have been a 
very useful way to test the viability of my research ideas, helping me to further develop 
good ideas and to discard or rethink not so good ones. I have also presented my work at 
various conferences as well as in a recent invited talk at a major center for European 
studies in Oslo. 
  
Although I am not the most active networker, I have had regular contact with Stanford 
faculty and students. The various workshops have provided frequent opportunities for 
academic interaction with professors and doctoral students. I have also more informal 
day-to-day contact with tenure-track faculty in the Sociology Department, which has 
been an important source of professional advice regarding career planning and 
publication strategies. 
  
My postdoc at SCANCOR proved valuable when applying for junior faculty positions in 
Europe. I recently started working as an assistant professor at the Institute of Public 
Administration at Leiden University in the Netherlands. In Leiden, one of my ambitions is 
to establish a high-quality research seminar inspired by the Stanford model. 
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Lærke Christiansen, Denmark (postdoc 2013-2015)  
 
PhD in Organization and Management Studies, Copenhagen Business School, 2013 
Graduate School of Business working with Professor Sarah Soule 
 
Current position: Assistant Professor at Copenhagen Business School 
 
In this report, I will give a brief overview of my research progress as a SCANCOR 
postdoctoral scholar during this last year at Stanford University. I conduct research on 
the role of organizations in institutionalization processes. My work focuses on how 
organizations change their behavior as they engage with social issues through 
organizational policy making. I am interested in organizations' attempts to mold their 
environment through individual efforts as well as through corporate collectivism, such as 
industry self-regulation, various social issue engagements and CSR initiatives. 
 
At Stanford, I worked with Prof. Sarah Soule at the department of Organizational 
Behavior (Graduate School of Business). Over those two years, Prof. Soule has 
supported me in the writing and revision of several papers; one will be published in 
Research on the Sociology of Organizations in 2016 (co-authored with Jochem Kroezen, 
Cambridge University), and another has received a revise and resubmit from 
Organization Studies. Prof. Soule has given me excellent feedback, which has helped 
me improve the research projects and papers that I have been working on. 

In terms of recognition of the work that I pursued at Stanford, I will highlight that one of 
my papers was a finalist for the best student paper in the Organization and Management 
Division at the 2014 Academy of Management Conference. A shortened version of the 
paper was published in the Best Paper Proceedings (top 10%). I also received a more 
practitioner-oriented distinction in 2014, when I was featured on ‘Berlingske Business 
Talent 100 list’, in the category ‘Business Development’ (Forretningsudvikling). ‘Talent 
100’ list prosperous business talents in Denmark under the age of 35.  

While at Stanford my focus was on developing my own research identity and broadening 
my methodological abilities. I have audited two statistics courses and I experimented 
with, visual analysis, Topic Modeling and textual analysis tools. In the spring of 2015 I 
had the privilege of auditing Prof. Soule and Hayagreeva Rao’s course on Social 
Movements. My aim has been to gain insights that allow my research to speak to a wider 
audience of American and European scholars. In addition, while auditing courses I also 
sought inspiration for my own teaching of students in Denmark.  

At Stanford, I have participated in a range of inspiring seminars at the department of 
Organizational Behavior, SCANCOR, Center for Work, Technology and Sociology, 
where I have met and continuously engaged with a range of scholars. I have also 
presented my work at the SCANCOR seminar, and at the networks and organizations 
seminar (Profs. Woody Powell and Steve Barley’s seminar) that I attended on a regular 
basis. Further, I have presented my work at the 2015 Alberta Institutions Conference in 
Banff. These seminars and presentations have given me valuable insights that have 
helped me to sharpen my own research. 

I appreciate the unique opportunity that this SCANCOR postdoc fellowship has given 
me, I feel truly privileged. I will utilize the many experiences, insights and ideas, which I 
have gained, in my Assistant Professorship at CBS, and in many years to come. In this 
respect, I would also like to emphasize the incredible work that Sarah Soule, Mitchell 
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Stevens, Woody Powell, and Annette Eldredge do to make us, SCANCOR postdocs and 
visiting scholars alike, feel welcome and part of the Stanford community.   

 

Jonna Louvrier, Finland (postdoc 2014-2016) 
 
Ph.D. (Econ.), Hanken School of Economics 

Michelle R. Clayman Institute for Gender Research, working with Shelley Correll, 
Professor of Sociology, Faculty Director of the Clayman Institute and Professor of 
Organizational Behavior (by courtesy). 

In this report I will describe my progress as a SCANCOR postdoctoral fellow during year 
2015. My fellowship at the Clayman Institute for Gender Research started in September 
2014 and will go on till August 2016. Even though the past year was the most 
challenging year I have experienced in terms of balancing work and family life, 
professionally it was also one of the most instructive, insightful and inspiring years of my 
career. 

Typically a postdoctoral fellowship aims at preparing the fellow for a successful 
academic career. For reasons explained below, I cannot think of a better place than 
Stanford for this. When coming from Europe to do a postdoc at one of the leading 
universities in the United States, the SCANCOR experience not only prepares us 
postdocs for an academic career, but it widens our horizons, it exposes us to a new 
research environment and it enables us to connect to Stanford faculty and to the wider 
north American academic community. As a Nordic researcher it is clear that doing a 
postdoc at Stanford is a transformative experience. But I believe it is important to 
remember that doing a postdoc in a place like Stanford is extremely valuable for anyone, 
regardless of origin. An American postdoc colleague described her postdoc experience 
at Stanford as being one where she was handed the keys to a castle: a castle full of 
endless and varied resources that postdocs can explore and use in their own projects. I 
fully agree with her description.  

In the image of the castle, one does not know beforehand what resources there are, and 
which resources, which activities and contacts will prove the most fruitful during the 
postdoc years. As a new postdoc one has an idea of the projects one wants to 
accomplish while at Stanford, but I think it is extremely important to have an open mind 
and to be flexible in one’s plans. Personally my objectives for the two-year period here 
are to work on articles based on my dissertation, and to start a new research project. 
The exchanges and interaction with other researchers, the exposure to the research 
conducted at Stanford as well as the discussions going on among practitioners in Silicon 
Valley have all provided valuable input to my research plans. These have led me to re-
evaluate my research focus and to get interested in examining differences in 
organizations from new angles.  

Being affiliated both to SCANCOR and the Clayman Institute has been a great 
combination in terms of exposure to different research, contacts to researchers on 
campus and researchers working at other North-American top universities, as well as to 
the corporate sector. Through the Clayman Institute’s Faculty Fellows program I have 
had the chance to meet faculty across campus and hear about their gender focused 
research. The Clayman’s Corporate Partners Program has been an excellent way to 
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connect with another type of a group – practitioners - and hear about their experiences. 
The Corporate Partner Program organizes biannual one-day meetings. These bring 
together practitioners, and a leading expert on central topics that were related to my 
research from top universities in the US, such as MIT, and in Europe, such as INSEAD  
– needless to say these meetings have been thought provoking and inspiring. As a 
SCANCOR postdoc I also have had access to meeting professors visiting from Harvard 
and get their direct feedback on my projects.  

A specific objective of the SCANCOR postdoc program is to support the postdocs 
develop their methodological skills. Most of the research conducted at Stanford, and the 
research presented by visitors at seminars, is quantitative. As I do qualitative work and 
base my work within subjectivist ontology, working in a context where quantitative work 
and positivism are highly common have given me new lenses with which to look at my 
own methodological choices and assumptions. In this sense, being surrounded by 
researchers predominantly working from a different tradition has forced me to take a 
more critical look at my own work, and even though done in a solitary way, helps me to 
solidify my own methodological approach. I also plan to take a course on qualitative 
methods this second year of my postdoc.  

In terms of research output, 2015 was not quite as productive as I was hoping due to 
challenges with my children’s health. During 2015 two pieces I have been involved in 
authoring were published: a co-authored book chapter written by Jeff Hearn and myself 
was published in The Oxford Handbook of Diversity in Organizations, and a co-authored 
research report called “Opening up new opportunities in gender equality work” was 
published by Hanken School of Economics. I submitted one book chapter on research 
methods in diversity work to an edited book to be published by Edward Elgar and a 
paper on ethnic minority perspectives to diversity in work to Gender Work and 
Organizations. I gave two presentations at Stanford: a presentation about the tensions 
between diversity and equality at the Clayman Institute’s Faculty Fellows’ Lunch, and a 
presentation about gender equality in Scandinavia at the Bechtel International Center. I 
was accepted to present a paper to the Critical Management Studies Conference in the 
UK, but due to the aforementioned challenges in family life, had to cancel my 
participation. 

I didn’t expect to benefit from the professional development courses offered by various 
entities at Stanford as much as I have. I felt privileged to participate in the Graduate 
Voice and Influence Program (gVIP), an 8-month long leadership program organized by 
the Clayman Institute. Also the Office of Postdoctoral Affairs, the Office of the Vice 
Provost of Teaching and Learning, BEAM, the Office of the Vice Provost of Graduate 
Studies all offer excellent courses, workshops and discussions that prepare postdocs to 
teaching and research careers and to leadership roles. In addition to the contents, both 
the gVIP and the different one-time sessions have been excellent ways for broadening 
networks to other postdocs and graduate students across campus.  

As I have explained, the SCANCOR postdoctoral program represents a huge opportunity 
for young Nordic scholars, opportunities that go far beyond the resources and 
opportunities visiting scholars at SCANCOR access. Only the extremely high costs of 
living in the Bay Area may create real barriers for postdocs to complete the entire 
program, the high costs are especially challenging for postdocs with families. Hopefully 
in the future also postdocs will be able to obtain extra funding from their home countries 
to cover living expenses, in the same manner as visiting scholars often do.    
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Finally I would like to express my gratitude to Shelley Correll, Lori MacKenzie and 
Caroline Simard at the Clayman Institute, for creating such a positive work climate where 
high professional standards are the norm. Working in the Serra House is a joy. I also 
want to thank SCANCOR, Sarah Soule, Mitchell Stevens, Woody Powell and Annette 
Eldredge, the board and the funders, for all their support. You have created a unique 
space for Nordic research, and researchers, to grow and develop. 

 
 
Mathias Wullum Nielsen, Denmark (postdoc 2015-2017) 
 
PhD in Social Science, Aarhus University 
Department of History, working with Professor Londa Schiebinger. 

Right from the start, Prof. Schiebinger has involved me in her current projects. Currently, 
I am collaborating with her and a number of medical scholars from Stanford and 
elsewhere on developing a new “golden standard” for measuring gender in biomedical 
research. So far, this has been a both inspiring and educational journey into an unknown 
world of interdisciplinary group-based research. 

Prof. Schiebinger has also agreed to collaborate with me on my postdoc project, which 
will be a great advantage due to her strong expertise in the field and network ties with 
both key policy makers and scholars around the world. In fact, she will provide finances 
for a workshop bringing together expert US scholars around a research-based 
discussion on a topic closely related to my project focus. She has asked me to be 
responsible for this workshop and to identify the relevant experts.  

As a postdoc in gendered innovations, I have been involved in a number of roundtables 
on gendered innovations involving key players from the valley including Facebook, 
Electronic Arts, Pinterest, Salesforce, Broadcom, Yahoo and Microsoft. These meetings 
have been an eye-opener on the key challenges and potentials of gendering the design 
process of the tech-business. Moreover, they have given me a clearer understanding of 
some of the potential benefits and untapped potentials connected to establishing direct 
links between science and industry.   
 
I have been involved in a number of meetings with professors from the Medical school. I 
have also joined a writing group with postdocs from the Clayman Institute (including 
SCANCOR’s Jonna Louvrier), and I have a meeting planned with Henry Etzkowitz from 
H-star in December. 

 

 

Markus Paukku, Finland (postdoc January 2014-January 2016) 

D.Sc. (Econ.), Aalto University School of Business 
Graduate School of Education, working with Assoc. Prof. Mitchell Stevens 

My second year at SCANCOR has allowed me to experience Stanford University not 
only as an ideal type of elite American research university but also as a dynamic 
organization actively furthering novel areas of academic inquiry, fostering new 
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communities of practice and developing a research and teaching agenda of 
consequence far beyond Palo Alto or Silicon Valley. 

The primary attachment at Stanford has been with the groups building the online 
learning and teaching through the Vice Provost for Teaching and Learning, the Lytics 
Lab and the social science Remaking College Lab headed by Professor Stevens. These 
vantage points allowed for a varied and comprehensive perspective into the emergence 
of online learning and teaching at Stanford. This experience has been generative both in 
terms of domain specific knowledge regarding the development of online learning as well 
as a student of the management of organizations particularly as the university 
reimagines itself through a new, and at times challenging, enterprise. 

The domain specific understanding I have developed regarding the continued 
emergence of digitally mediated learning will be invaluable asset for my career going 
forward. The many unresolved questions regarding online education will persist in their 
relevance. The opportunities and challenges of online learning will not only concern 
frontrunners in the field, such as Stanford, but also the many other universities that are 
only beginning to develop their position and strategy regarding online learning. The 
questions will, in one way or another, affect universities throughout the United States, 
Scandinavia and internationally. 

In terms or research, the development of online learning and teaching has brought 
together scholars from across many of the universities disciplines. The emerging 
community of practice has provided unique exposure to different research methods and 
analytical techniques that are only beginning to be applied to questions of social science. 
The differing, and at times conflicting, ontologies and epistemologies gathered together 
through the evidence based study of learning and teaching has made for interesting 
reflection and insight into the development of knowledge claims and the practice of 
science. This discussion within online learning is also relevant to many other fields as 
questions of relevance and boundaries of domains are also discussed in for example, 
organizational, international business, strategy and management research communities. 

Stanford University, while celebrated for its on campus achievements, is tied to the 
entrepreneurial SF Bay Area. The extensive time that I have spent developing networks 
and relationships with startups, bridge organizations and entrepreneurial communities 
has completed my understanding of not only what makes Stanford but Silicon Valley 
special. Some of this experience has been captured through case studies of Bay Area 
organizations in the recently published book on “Strategic Novelty” which I published 
together with my co-authors including SCANCOR affiliate Professor Liisa Välikangas. 

My becoming embedded in the Stanford and Bay Area context has also allowed me to 
contribute to various stakeholders back in Europe and beyond. I have regularly hosted 
visiting delegations to Stanford and SCANCOR. For example, in 2015 I have shared 
insights about online learning with the top management team of the Finnish 
Broadcasting Company (YLE), met with education technology startups, discussed 
innovation ecosystems with CEOs and founders of Finnish companies with BoardMan as 
well as the faculty from the University of Technology of Sydney. I have also hosted 
numerous student teams from Aalto University and project groups from CERN. I have 
additionally maintained regular exchanges with the agencies of Team Finland including 
TEKES, FinPro and the Foreign Ministry. 
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In conclusion, the SCANCOR postdoctoral fellow program at Stanford has been an 
invaluable experience that will support my career well beyond my time in Palo Alto. The 
two year period is necessary as it allows for the requisite time to not only gain access to, 
and develop familiarity with, the variation within Stanford’s numerous research 
communities but also to contextualize the campus’s activities within the wider 
environment of Silicon Valley, in my opinion, an inextricable part of the Stanford 
experience. 

 
 
Sergiy Protsiv, Sweden (postdoc 2015-2017 
 
PhD in Business Administration , Stockholm School of Economics 
Graduate School of Education, working with Assoc. Prof. Woody Powell 

The first three months of my postdoctoral fellowship at SCANCOR have proven very 
useful and eventful. I have made progress on my existing projects, got ideas for new 
ones, and made lots of interesting connections. 

While most of my research before coming to Stanford was primarily concerned with 
geography, I wanted to also tap into different related (and less obviously so) fields. One 
is the modeling of social networks, which has not only been one of the key research 
areas of my advisor Prof. Powell, but also has seen a large upsurge of interest in fields 
ranging from sociology to computer science. To advance my skills in modeling the 
networked data I have audited a course and attended several seminars organized by the 
Network Forum. 

I did not abandon the geography entirely, however. The researchers at the Stanford 
Social Science lab are doing a lot of interesting research and are open for collaboration 
on methodology. There is also a lot of discussion with the Geospatial Center at the 
Library regarding the practicalities of some spatial tasks, such as converting my 
database of tens of millions of addresses into usable latitudes and longitudes. 
 
I would also like to think that I made some conceptual and theoretical advances in my 
research, however so far saying anything with certainty would be premature. I did a lot of 
reading in relatively new fields for me, such as agent-based modeling and generative 
social science, in addition to the usual urban economics literature. I hope that my models 
crystallize during the next year, which would lead to interesting publications. 

When it comes to dissemination, I did not get a chance to do much of it during this 
autumn. However, when a chance arose to speak at a policy event organized by 
Harvard Business School and US Department of Commerce, I took it to talk about the 
field of agglomeration and clusters in general, even if it was not directly related to any of 
the projects I am working on. 

I am looking forward to the next year at SCANCOR with great excitement and hope to 
make some tangible contributions. 
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Birthe Soppe, Norway (postdoc 2013-2015) 
 
PhD in Economics and Business Administration, University of Regensburg, 2012 
 
Graduate School of Education, working with Woody Powell, Professor of Education and 
(by courtesy) Sociology, Organizational Behavior, Management Science and 
Engineering, Public Policy, and Communication at Stanford University. 

Current position: Associate Professor, University of Oslo 
 
The opportunity to spend two years at Stanford as a SCANCOR Postdoctoral fellow has 
been a rich and inspiring experience! When I was offered the postdoctoral appointment, I 
was very excited to move to Stanford and get to experience life at such a distinct 
university. I benefited from this stay abroad in many ways: I could continue developing 
my research projects in the field of organization studies, deepen my theoretical 
knowledge and methodological skills, and gain new insights and inspiration thanks to the 
many workshops, courses, and research seminars that are offered on campus.  

I got involved in an exciting research project together with my mentor Woody Powell and 
the previous SCANCOR visiting fellow Gregoire Croidieu, now Assistant Professor at 
Grenoble. I enjoy working in a team and have gained many insights into managing a 
research collaboration that spans multiple people and countries – in this case a truly 
SCANCORian collaboration.  

We have presented parts of this research at several workshops and conferences 
throughout the year, among others, at the 2015 SCANCOR PhD workshop in Lyon. This 
was a particular nice opportunity as it allowed meeting with PhD students and faculty 
interested in institutional theory and SCANCOR.  

Throughout these two years at Stanford, I participated in many workshops, seminars, 
and courses. Those have been a fruitful forum to build a thorough theoretical foundation 
and get exposed to new research ideas and methods. For example, I have taken statistic 
courses at the Department of Sociology and a course on social movements at the 
Business School. I have also been a teaching assistant for Prof. Powell’s PhD course on 
organization theory and enjoyed participating in the various workshops and seminars on 
campus. It is particularly through these activities that I could experience the community 
at Stanford. These seminars, courses, and workshops provided a source of inspiration 
which I am currently seeking to employ in the Scandinavian context.  

I would like to thank my mentor and the whole SCANCOR team for two fabulous years! 
Thanks to the work and support of Woody Powell, Sarah Soule, Mitchell Stevens, and 
Annette Eldredge, Stanford and SCANCOR have been a truly exceptional environment 
for further developing a career as a scholar. I also want to mention the time that I have 
spent with the other SCANCOR Postdoc fellows and visiting scholars. This was a great 
way to make many new friends and colleagues!  
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SCANCOR Board of Directors 2015 

 

 

Jesper Strandgaard Pedersen 
Copenhagen Business School (Denmark) 
 
Professor at Copenhagen Business School, where he serves as 
Director of imagine .. Creative Industries Research Centre.  

Eero Vaara 
Aalto University School of Business (Finland) 
 
Professor of Organization and Management at Aalto 
University School of Business, Helsinki, Finland, and a 
permanent Visiting Professor at EMLYON Business 
School, France.  

Haldor Byrkjeflot 
University of Oslo (Norway) 
 
Professor, Department of Sociology and Human Geography, 
University of Oslo. Affiliated with Department of Administration and 
Organization Theory, University of Bergen.   
 

Lars Strannegård  
Stockholm School of Economics (Sweden) 
 
President, and Professor at the Department of Management 
and Organization, and holder of the Bo Rydin and SCA Chair 
in Leadership.  

Sarah Soule 
Stanford University, Graduate School of Business (USA) 
 
Morgridge Professor of Organizational Behavior Stanford Graduate School of 
Business and (by courtesy) Professor of Sociology. 

Mitchell Stevens 
Stanford University, Graduate School of Education (USA) 
 
Associate Professor of Education and (by courtesy) Organizational Behavior 
and Sociology. 
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CONTACT INFORMATION 

 

SCANDINAVIA 
Copenhagen Business School 
Department of Organization 
Kilevej 14A 
DK-2000 Frederiksberg, Denmark 

 

USA 
CERAS 123 
520 Galvez Mall 
Stanford University 
Stanford California 94305-3084, USA 
E-mail: maudee@stanford.edu 

 

 

 

 

  


